
REPUBLIC OF KENYA
IN THET AX APPEALS TRIBUNAL

APPEAL NO.85/2015

THE EAST AFRICAN MARINE SYSTEM rrEAMS) L1MITED APPELLANT

-VS-

THE COMMISSIONER OF DOMESTIC TAXES RESPONDENT

BACKGROUND

ded by the Government of
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have a wide

ard connectivity to

2. , positioned to provide reliable

ormation and Communication

Technology (ICT) operata ternet Service Providers (ISPs) and

large bandwidth users at cost efficient and competitive rates.The

Appellant fiber optic system is a 5000 km under-sea cable which

links Kenya's coastal town of Mombasa with Fujairah in the United

Arab Emirates (UAE). The fiber optic cable was built at a cost of USD

130 million in a joint venture between the Government of Kenya

and Kenyan operators. The cable installation was completed in

August 2009.

3. The Appellant's cable system comprises of:
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I. Two Landing stations each located in Mombasa and the

other one in Fujairah in UAE. These stations are equipped

with power plants, air conditioning plant, DC power

equipment/ducts between the 'stations and the beach joir1t,

test equipment and interface equipment.

11. A wet segment comprising a section each in the territorial

waters of Kenya and UAE and another that is in the

international waters.

4. Owing to the substantial capital Outlay involved In establishing a

cable system,· It .was necessary to involve a. number' of

telecommunication companies in this undertaking. Consequently,

the Appellant consists of ;

Government of Kenya-------------------------

Safa rico m-------------------------------------------

Orange Kenya-------------------------------------
~. ~ ~

Kenya Data Networks Ltd--------------------
::..

Wa na nch i Gro~p:.--------------------------------

Jamii Telecom Ltd -------------------------------

20%

32%

23%

10%

5.

Access Kenya Group----=:.=------------------ 1.8%

BCS Group...................................... 1.2%

The Appellant is therefore an example of the Public Private

Partnership (PPP) entity which according to the Appellant generates

revenue in excess of Kshs.3,900,000,000/= in a month.

The Respondent is appointed pursuant to the Kenya Revenue

Authority Act Cap 469 of the Laws of Kenya. In exercise of its

powers, the Respondent is enjoined to administer the provisions of

the Income Tax Act (ITA) Cap 470 of the Laws of Kenya and the

6.
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Value Added Tax (VAT) Cap 476 of the Laws of Kenya (now

repealed).

THE APPEAL ON VAT

". . 7. The' Appellant. filed. its' Memorandum of Appeal on the .12t:, ' March

2014. The Appellant cited 15 Grounds of Appeal. This Appeal is

against the decision by the Respondent to levy VAT as detailed by

the Notice of Assessment by the Respondent dated 30th October

2013. In that Assessment,the Respondent demanded the sum of

Kshs.1,787,956,497/= from the Appellant on account of reverse

VAT for what it termed as Imported Services.

8. The Respondent similarly by the same letter demanded payment on

account of tax which was not withheld by the Appellant in respect

to payment which are in the nature of management and professional

fees which according to the Respondent was a sum of

Kshs.2, 194,571,324/=

9. The Appellant then similarly filed an appeal against the Respondent

in respect to the said Assessment of Withholding Tax (WHT) on the

12th March 2014. In its memorandum of Appeal, it sighted nine

grounds of Appeal which __we shall revert to later in this judgment.

10. For purposes of clarity, we shall deal with the issue of VAT first and

then address the issue of WHT later.

11. With the Memorandum of Appeal, the Appellant filed its Statement

of Facts on the same day. In its Statement of Facts, the Appellant

states that, the Respondents contends that the supply of cable

equipment constitutes a Supply of Services that takes place wholly in

Kenya so that the entire contract sum is subject to VAT through the

reverse charge mechanism that is applied on imported Services.
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12. According to the Appellant the issues to be determined In this

Appeal are twofold; ,

a) Is the nature of the supplies for Good or Services or both?

b) Is the placeofSupplywhollv in Kenyaor not? ::,

The Appellant therefore filed the Appeal in accordance with Section

5 and 6 of the VAT Act.

13. It is the Appellant's assertion that no Service was provided and what

is before the Tribunal is a Supply of Goods and further that in

determining the issue of Jurisdicfi6n':'the Tribunal should find that it

is only a pro-rate portion ,'brtne cable system which is under the

Kenya Taxs Jurisdiction. and that the contract for the Supply of

Goods had already been taxed through customs.

RESPONDENT'SCASE IN RESPECT TO THE VAT APPEAL

14. The Respondent filed what it calls a Cornrnissioner's.Memorandurn

together with its Statement of Facts on 25th January 2016. The

Tl(ibunal"ill its ruling dated 18THAprii 2016, arising out of a

Preliminary ObjeCition (P.O.) by the Appellant contending that the

Respondent did not comply with the timelines set out in the Tax

Appeals Act (TAT) fO(,fIllng its Statement of Facts. The Tribunal
'%

upheld the P.O.and ordered that the Respondent proceedswith its

Case without recourse to the said Commissioners' Memorandum

and Statement of Facts. The Respondent therefore had a right to

orally interrogate the Appellant's case and from the Respondent's

oral interrogation, the Tribunal has gleaned that the following is the

Respondent's case against the Appellant;

15. Upon the Respondent carrying out an audit of the Appellant, it

established that the Appellant together with another company

called Etisalat contracted a non-resident entity (Alcatel-Lucent, of
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France) to construct a Cable System from Dubai to the Kenyan

Coast and further inland. The said contractor was also to provide

long term technical support thereafter. Upon the completion of the

construction of'.the-Svstern, the Appellant had the respo.'nsibi.Uty'of

maintaining the system in respect to which the shareholders pay a

fee. The Appellant was responsible for payment of the contractual

price of USD 94 million at 85% while the said non-resident

company (Etisalat) was responsible for paying the remaining 15%.

16. The Appellant paid the non-resident contractor for its work but

other expenses which were allegedly incurred by the contractor to

render the Services. were included when calculating, VAT on

Imported Services.

I. The Respondent- therefore brought the omitted part of the

contractual fee to charge for VAT as indicated in the sum of

Kshs.1,793,872,603.
,~~ ..

II. The Respondent relies on the provisions of Section 2, 5 and 6

(6) of VAT Act in support of its argument.

THE APPEAL ON WHT

17. As earlier indicated the _Appellant filed an appeal against the

Respondent's Assessment on the issue of WHT on the 12th March

2014 and set forth nine Grounds of Appeal. The Appellants' main

Ground of Appeal is that the Respondent erred in law and in fact in

holding that WHT is due on Services that are not subject to WHT

such as bank guaranteed charges, Government Bond Fees, LC charges

and further that the Respondent erred in treating the Contract

entered between the Appellant and Alcatel is a Contract of Services

and yet it was a Contract to Supply and Install Plant and Machinery.
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18. The Appellant urged the Tribunal to consider that the undersea

Cable investment being the biggest PPP in the Republic of Kenya

translating into massive improvement in internet connectivity and

thereby, geheratingeahanced revenues from increased usage.lt. is In

the interest of the Country and the public at large that this Appeal be

allowed.

19. With the Appeal, the Appellant filed its Statement of Facts which are

to a large extent of the facts enumerated above save that under this

head it was questioning the basis of the Assessment by the

Respondent allegedly on the basis that it had not accounted for

-WHT on payment made to a Non-Resident for .u provision of a

Cable System and long term Technical Support thereafter"

20. It is the Appellant's position that the provision of the Cable System is

not in the nature of Management or Professional Services and further

that under Paragraph 7(4) of the Second Schedule of the ITA, the

Respondent should treats communication equipment as Plant and

Machinery subject to wear and tear allowance at the rate of 20%

per annum on a reducing balance basis.

THE RESPONDENT'S CASEON THE ISSUE OF WHT

21. The Respondent in a similar fashion brought what it alleges is the

omitted part of the Contractual Fees to charge for WHT. It invited

the Tribunal to find that its position on correct on the basis of

Section 2, 3, 10, 35,41 and the Third schedule of ITA.

APPELLANT'S SUBMISSIONS

22. At the conclusion of the hearing of the Appeal both parties were

ordered to file and serve their written submissions with the

Appellant filling its submission on 4th April 2016 and the Respondent

on 14thApril 2016.
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23. In its written submissions, the Appellant defined the Issues for

determination as follows:

a.Whether the contract entered between it and A\catel- should

be treated as;

I. A Contract for the Supply of Services (with' any

attendant Supply of Goods being subsidiary and

incidental to the Supply of those Services) or

II. A Contract for the Supply of Goods ( with any

attendant supply of Gooas being subsidiary and incident

to the Supply of·H'iose SerVices) or '

!Il. multiple.Supplies cornprising.Jrupart to Supply of Goods

and. partly to Supply of Services which. were

independent of each other and "texed as such. The

Appellant invited the Tribunal to find that ..only 4% of

. the total expenditure could be deemed to relate to

services
'"iv. Th~>Appellant argued that the Respondent erred in

holding tQflt several payment made to local suppliers
\b';.

were impoc!~~L services subject to reverse VAT and non-

resident rateo/~f,:WHT

b. Jurisdiction to tax.

The Appellant insists that it is necessary to determine whether

the place of Supply of the Fiber Optic Cable Equipment was

wholly in Kenya, or partly in Kenya or partly outside. In this

context the Appellant argues that the cable covers only 22

kilometers (0.4%) of the 5000 kilometer long Cable in Kenya

and further that only 9.5% of the total expenditure of USD
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94 million relates to the portion of the Cable lying within the

Kenyan territory amounting to USD 8.9 Million.

24. The Appellant's position is that the issue of Jurisdiction should be

determinedvfirst. so that if a determinationi's +rnade .tnat the

transactions herein took place outside the Kenyan territory then

there is no tax liability due by the Appellant.

25. The Appellant asserts that the dispute between it and the Respondent

arose prior to the enactment of the VAT Act 2013 and therefore the

relevant sections in respect to this dispute are the ones set out in the

repealed VA V Act Cap 476 Laws of Kenya. The Appellant states that

Section S ..of.the.said VAT Act 1989 (The Repealed Act) imposed VAT

on the Supply of Goods and Services in Kenya .and on the

importation of Goods and Services into Kenya. According to the

Appellant, which imposes Tax on the income of a person which

accrued in or derived from Kenya did not define Kenya for ITA

purposes. Section 2 of ITA defines Kenya to "to include the

continental shelf and any installation thereon as defined in the

Continental Shelf Act. "This Act has however been repealed and

replaced by the MaritimeZones Act (Revised 2012) (MZA)

26. The Appellant then refers to Article 5 of the Constitution of Kenya

2010 which defines Kenya as follows; "Kenya consists of the territory

and territorial waters comprising Kenya on the effective date and

any additional territory. ''Section 3(1) of the MZA states as follows

"the breath of the territorial waters of Kenya shall be 12 nautical

miles" The Appellant referred the Tribunal to the Interpretation and

General Provisions Act Chapter 2 of the Laws of Kenya which defines

Kenya as follows; "Kenya has the meaning assigned to it in the

Constitution and includes the territorial waters. "
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27. To reinforce the above argument, the Appellant referred to Section

6 of the Repealed Act which states as follows; "Tax on the

importation of goods into Kenya shall be charged as if it Ise duty of

..Customs-nnd: shall '·be payable by the person. 'v1i110< imports the

Goods. " And further that Section 6(6) of the same Act, 'states that

services imported into Kenya shall be payable by the person

receiving the Goods

28. It is the Appellant's contentions that the obligation to pay VAT only

arises when there is importation of Goods or Services into Kenya and

since the Territorial Jurisdiction of Kenya includes the mainland and

12:- nautical .rniles from the Kenyan coastline, there: has been no

importation> into Kenya whether for Goods or Services of the

portion of the Cable which is situated outside the 12 nautical miles

and Kenya's landmass and therefore is no VAT liability, Similarly

under Section 3 (1) of the ITA, which states; "a tax to be known as
~- ~..

Income Tax shall be charged for each year of income upon all the

income of a person whether resident or non-resident which accrued

in or was derived from Kenya. "The Appellant therefore argues that

the Respondent could nQt .Oave invoked the provision of Section 10,

35 and the Third Schedule of the ITA on payment of WHT unless it

was established that the income subject to WHT "accrued or derived

from Kenya." According to the Appellant therefore, the main issue

for determination was whether (Alcatel) as contractor accrued or

derived any income in Kenya for activities rendered in the high seas

or simply stated, could the laying of the Cables in the high seas

(outside the Kenyan territory) give rise to income which was accrued

in or derived from Kenya.
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29. The Appellant then summaries its argument by urging this Tribunal to

find that, any activity for the supply of Goods or Services which

would ordinarily attract payment of VAT and WHT on the portion

,'of ,the"'l\igh,'seas' is not part of the Territory of Kenya and therefore

does not attract any payment of taxes

30. To buttress its position, the Appellant cited several authorities for

consideration by this Tribunalwhich we shall revert to later in this

judgment. The gist of those authorities is to expound the Principles

of Territoriality of Tax Law.

RESPONDENT'S WRITIEN SUBMISSIONS

31 The Respondent filed its written submissions as ordered by the

, Tribunal. on the 14th April 2016. It concedes that the construction of

the Fiber Cable was to QOQsfKenya's Internet and Communication

and that the Construction of the Cable System involved highly

technical, civil and engineering works of'laying, the Fiber Optic Cable

partly within the sea and land. It further

concedes that the contractual fee is an amount in the order of 94

Million Us Dollars out of which the Appellant was to pay 85% with

the Etisalat (Non- resid~Dts:ompany)Fpaying the balance of 15%. In

computing the payable taxes in respect of the 85% of the

contractual fees, the Appellant deducted expenses allegedly incurred

by the non-resident contractors (A\catel)

32. The Respondent therefore consequent upon having carried out an

audit, added back the deducted expenses by the Appellant and

subjected the same to VAT on Imported Services and WHT.

According to the Respondent, the facts that are not contested are;
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1. Of the contract amount 85% was paid by a Kenyan

Resident (Appellant) to an Non-Resident in the form of

Alcatel

., >- " . II.' .The Appellant imported Services .. -:'.",'1',:-1' , .

Ill. VAT is payable on Imported Services

IV. WHTis payable on income paid to a Non-Resident

person for Management and Professional Services

rendered to a Resident.

33. The Respondent framed the issues for determination as follows;

a) Was the Respondent correct- in levying VAT on Imported

Service on the Added Back.Arnount]

b) Was it was correct in levying.WHT on Management and

Professional Fee on the Added Back Amount?

34. In order to demonstrate to this Tribunal that the Assessment raised by

it was correct, it put forth the following arguments
- -

a) The Nature of the Contract

The Respondent argued that the contract for the construction
':""

of the laying of the Fiber Cable was a lump sum contract

which is normal lJ~eg in the construction and civil engineering

works to reduce design, construction and administration costs.

It is a lump sum contract because, the contractor is supposed

to submit a total and global price instead of bidding on

individual items like Materials, Tasks and Project time. Upon

completion of the contract, the contractoris paid the total

amount without segregating payment for Service, Material or

Other items. In such a contract, the contractor assumes all

risks of the Contract and will normally ask for a higher

markup to cater for the unforeseen contingencies. This type of
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contract is common in "Turnkeys' Projects where the

contractor is required to deliver a fully functional system" and

therefore the contract between the Appellant and the Alcatel

" .:was alurnp sum contact.

35. In order to demonstrate that the said contract was a lump sum one.

the Respondent refers the provisions of the said contract to this

Tribunal, in particular to clauses 3,4.5,6, 7, 8, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18,

19 and 20. It has placed emphasis on Clause 3.3 of the said contract

to demonstrate that this was a Turnkey Project. The said clause states

. as follows

d. "The.contrector shall be deemed to have reviewed the work as a

. whole and in detail and to have fully satisfied itself of the feasibility

and practicability thereof"

36. To fortify itself in respect to its position that this is a Turnkey Project.

the Respondent has pointed out to the Tribunal the significance of

Paragraph 12o( the Appellant's Statement of Facts which states "Both
-s

the Manufactu(er ~nd the Owners of the Cable seek to actively

exploit the Cable Investment over its useful life which usually spans

20-25 years. The manu(actyrer not only seeks to Supply the Cable

Equipment but also to undertake its repetr and

maintenance Most importantly the Supplier of the Cable should

at all times be available to deal with any faults, damage or upgrade

of the system. "

37. According to the Respondent therefore, the contract between the

Appellant and Alcatel is not just a contract to Supply equipment but

it's a Service contract running over 25 years, and that it's a Service

contract and any Goods Supplied are an ancillary to the provision of

Telecommunication which is a Service.
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38. Managing the System is a very Technical and complex service and

comprises Managerial, Technical, Agency, Contractual, Professional

and Consultancy services. The Respondent further states that, central

....feature of the contract is that the Appellant assumed ownership only

after the Cable System had been installed and functional and that is

why the contract is structured as a "Supply-Construction and

Maintaince Agreement."

I. Was the Respondent Correct in Levying WHT on The Added

Back Expenses

The %spondent relied on s~ction 3, 10 35(la) and the Third

< ,.Schedule of the Income Tax Act in order to justify its decision

to levy withholding tax on the added back expenses.

According to the Respondent, section 3 (1a) of ITA is

applicable as the work undertaken by Alcatel -Lucient for the

Appellant was technical which required management and
- ' ~-

professional services.The Respondent further argues that in

withholding the tax on the income which was paid by the

appellant which is a resident company to Alcatel -(non-

resident) the Respon_dent did in pursuant to section 35(la) of

the ITA which states; "A person shall, upon payment of an

amount to a non-resident person not having a permanent

establishment in Kenya in respect of ---

Which is chargeable to tax deduct therefrom tax at the

appropriate non-resident rate".

It further argues that the payment by the Appellant to the said

contractor is in the nature of management or professional fees

as defined by section 2 of the ITA, which includes payments

for "contractual, technical and consultancy services."
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According to the Respondent, the Third schedule to ITA sets

out the tax rates on non-residents where the fee is in respect

of management or professional fees at 200/0 of the gross sum

payable.

The Respondent further quotes section 10 of the ITA which

states that, any payment by a resident person in respect of

management or professional fees with regard to a business

carried on or to be carried on wholly or partly in Kenya is

deemed to be cr income deri'ved from Kenya. Therefore, the

amount of money paiCl'5y' the; Appellant (resident of Kenya)

to Alcatel-Lucient (non-resident) to:"construct a working cable

system partly in Kenya and partly outside Kenya, therefore

the income of the non-resident contractor-Is derived from

Kenya.

Furthermore, the Respondent argues that section 35(la) of the

IX A,imI2>DSeSwithholding tax on management or professional,
fees pale .non-resident of Kenya.The Third Schedule to the

Act specifie's<tljat withholding tax should be deducted at the
""'""

prescribed rate'\\<S!l~,o% of the gross amount paid to non-

resident.According the Respondent, the Appellant attempt

to exclude part of the contractual price in calculating the tax

payable is wrong because it is an attempt to account for

expenses contrarily to the law on withholding tax.

It is the RespondentJ firm contention that the basis foundation

of income tax charges in Kenya is the said Section 3- "Any

income accrued in, or derived from, Kenya has to be taxed

unless it enjoys an exemption under the same Act." section 10,

35 and Third Schedule of the ITA makes specific provision
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--------------------

giving effect to the said section 3 which is to ensure that non-

resident are duly taxed on all income arising from Kenya

The Respondent insists that since the Appellant paid 85% of

• < , . .:

;-'the contractual price to a non-resident contractor who does

not make a tax return of income inKenya, its means that if no

withholding tax was levied, the contractor income would

never be taxed in Kenya and neither will the associated

expenses be amenable to verification in Kenya.

The Respondent argued theTfibunal,{o consider that it will be

against the national interest to-allow non-resident to go tax

free having been paid by Incorne..derived from Kenya. The

Tribunal should therefore lean towards safeguarding the

public interest as a matter of policy and law

II. Was the Respondent correct in levying vaton Imported Services
,

on the Added Back Expenses

The Respondent' s argued that- it was itstright to levy the said

tax on the imported ser¥ices on the Added Back Expenses

based on Section 2 of VATiJiAct Cap 476 (repealed) which

defines a "contractor"

u•••• to mean a person who undertakes the

construction, demolition, repair or restoration of

buildings, industrial plant, roads, bridges, dams,

quays, wharves and other similar civil works and

parts thereof including mechanical and electrical

machinery and equipment"

Again the Respondent relied on the term "service imported

into Kenya" which term defined under 2 of the VAT Act

(repeal ed) as;
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"means a service provided by a person normally resident

outside Kenya who is not required to register for tax in Kenya,

or a service provided by an export processing zone enterprise

.·for use or for consumption byaperron in Kenya whether of

not the service is provided from outside or in Kenya or both

inside and outside Kenya"

39. The Respondent therefore argues that the service provided to

Appellant was of the laying, construction, installation and

integration of the entire cable systern between Mombasa-Kenya and

Fujaira in UAE.lt is therefore the~spondent's position that since

the services were rendered by a non-resident Contractor and were

exclusively consumed by the Appellant, VAT is chargeable to the

Contract Price

THE TAX JURISDICTION OF KENYA BY THE RESPONDENT

40. The Respondent submitted that Kenya being a sovereign state is
«,v."".,_._,_,_ ..._..., ....._..." ..,_..,,._.,.»,_,.,,,,.,.,' __'"

defined by•. geographical boundaries which creates an Exclusive

"Economic Zone (EEZ) and that the taxing rights are established by its
~\, ">;l;",

own tax laws. Agair1~·J.hey submitted that Nation does not exist in

isolation is was the case.JD;~!bisAppeal.

41. On this point, the respondent presented in their written submission

that, although the cable system incidentally passed through

International waters, the cost of its construction was paid by the

Appellant -a Kenyan resident Company located in Nairobi-Kenya.

That the payment entailed a practical flow of financial resources out

of Kenya. The respondent therefore concluded that the services

were imported into Kenya and the Income derived from the

Country.
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42. To buttress their argument, the Respondent relied on several sections

of the operating laws in Kenya such as Section 5 of the VAT which is

the charging section and Section 2, 3, 10 and 35 of the ITA. Since the

. -: t .. source of payment to the non-resident is Kenya in respect of

-management or professional fees with regard to a business carried

on, or to be carried on wholly or partly in Kenya, the withholding

tax applies in this case. The Respondent emphasized on the location

of the Person making payment.

43. Lastly, the ~spondent submitted~hat the issue of jurisdiction should

be judged on the. basis ofthepeintef where the income is derived

l' . from, which is Kenya in this case and the exclusive use of the cable

system by the Appellant.

44. The Respondent relied on the case of William D. Rodgers and Yen-

Ling K. Rodgers v Commissioner of Internal Revenue Service with

regard to the interpretation of taxing country's territorial and

jurisdiction.

45. The Respondent also made submission on the Principle governing

interpretation of Tax Laws by stating that;

I. In interpreting TC!?<__~tatute it must be borne in mind that

payment of tax is an obligation imposed by the law. It is not a

voluntary activity and a taxpayer is not obliged to pay a

single coin more than is due to the taxman while the taxman

on the other hand is entitled to collect upto the last coin that

is due from a taxpayer.

II. The respondent relied on several decided cases to strengthen

their point, cases such as Colgate Palmolive Marketing

SDNBHD v KetuaPengarahKastam No. R2-2S-2S9-2008

(Malaysia. Unreported) where Mohd Zawani Salleh J was
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quoted with approval of the decision of Gopal Sri Ram, JCA

(as he then was) in Palm Oil Research And Development

Board Malaysia & Another v Premium Vegetable Oils SDN

. BHD -[2004]2 CU 265···'in' which: the stated principles'

governing the interpretation of taxing were pronounced and

established.

46. The respondent further submitted before the Tribunal that case law

cited by any party must be relevant and applicable to said

casewhichever it is. In this case, the respondent argued that most of

the case lawscited .bv the· Appellant were of not applicable or

relevant to this case. To support this point. the Respondent cited the

case of Commissioner of Income -tax, Amritsar V- M/S State Agro

Dev. Corp. Srinagar {High Court of Jammu and Kashmir I. T. Ref

62000 together with the case of Akitiebolaget NN v Skatteverket

(Case No. C-l11/05)
.,.."._,.~..• , " .-.,; ·'''V~''# ~~

The Tribunal on 18th April 2016 issued direction to both parties to

file further submission in response to the earlier filed written

submissions.

47. The Appellant filed their further written submission on 26th May 2016

in compliance with the said Tribunal's orders filed a reply to the

Respondent further submission arguing on several points;

i. The fact that billing was based on certain milestones does not

in any way deviate from its assertion that the contract

consisted of a supply of tangible goods with some services

being ancillary aspect, contrary to what the Respondent held.

Further, they argued that only about 95% of the contract

price was for the supply of tangible goods with the service

component being ancillary. In addition, they stated that only
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about 85% of the price related to part of the cable In

international waters.

ii. Secondly. the Appellant submitted on the documents approved

by the Respondent's Customs counterparts showing that what

was imported into the country were goods for which

appropriate VAT and customs duty was paid and that the

import declarations also contain HS CODEs for each of the

item

iii. Again the Appellant reiteratedthat the Cable consists of supply

of goods with an ancillary element of services. and that no

withholding tax can be charged by the respondent for the

portion of the cable that consists of goods as withholding tax

under the provisions of ITA can only arise in respect of

provision of services and not provision of goods.

iv. The Appellant further reiterated before the Tribunal that. that

part of the Cable is located in international waters and has
~

never been-brought into Kenya. meaning therefore that it has

not been "imported" in Kenya for purposes of the VAT

(repealed) and th~l~fore not subjected to Kenyan taxes on the

basis of jurisdiction and territoriality of Kenyan tax laws.

48. In compliance with the direction of the Tribunal. the Appellant

furnished both the Respondent and the Tribunal with the following

documents;

i. Appendix A showing the Billing milestones of the

contract which indicate the various stages at which the

Appellant was to make payment to A\catel

ii. Appendix 8 is a detailed price schedules showing the

price for the terminal station equipment, the price of the
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portion of cable in furjaria and Mombasa territorial

waters and the price for the portion of the cable in

international waters.

Hi. Appendix. Ciconrains the terminal equipment bill of

quantities giving the description , unit price and the

total cost of the equipment at the Mombasa and furjaria

iv. Appendix D& E contains precise details of the

equipment and parts installed in the two stations.

v. Appendix F containing the overall price schedule

summary afterdiscount

vi. Appendix. G comprising.of the details technical

specification of the Contract

vii. AppendixH'centeinlng a comprehensive breakdown of

the ASN billing milestones which shows the invoices

raised by Alcatel.and corresponding import declaration
':\"%.,

49. The Appellant further furnish€!dtn~"(t;:iiowing<aC}Guments by email to

the Tribunal

i. Email titled TEAMS (l)¥lhich contains the description of

the cable syst~X!Lin detail'

ii. Email titled TEAMS (2) which contains additional

technical description of the system

iii. Email titled TEAMS (3) which is a continuation of the

technical description of the cable system

iv. Email titled TEAMS (4) which contains Alcatel payment

receipts and ASN tax payment receipts

v. Email titled TEAMS containing the ASN Tax Payment

receipt showing payment of customs duty and VAT

totaling over One Million dollars
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50. On the 8th June 2016, the Respondent filed its further submission and

reply to the said earlier Appellant's submission. The Respondent

sought to clarify its position as follows;

I. That the portion Gf the contract subjected to taxis 85cyo .

of the total contractual price of 94 million US

dollarspaidbytheAppellant to the Contractor (A\catel-

Lucent)

The Appellant allocated all indefeasible Rights of use

(IRU's) to its shareholders for the entire estimated useful

. life of the cal:)le~'isyster'fl; It observed .that those

shareholders are extremely wealth including Safaricorn

where the., Government of Kenya is a stakeholder and

therefore the Appellant has the abllitv-to pay the Tax

demanded.
,,"'

The supply In Kenya and International waters IS one
",'-:,: ,:,,,;,,",>-".; '''''''.'".~.~'.: ~~:~',~

connected and inseparable supply
~< ~I'-

That there is only one contract of supplying in this whole

matter'

ii.

iH.

iv.

v. The subject'111~l!er is one -the supply and installation of a
-".''',.-.-.'.",

working cable.

vi. The assertion by the Appellant that the goods were

imported and taxes paid accordingly, and that the taxes

were wrongly imposed on local services is right. The

Respondent confined itself to the said contractual price of

US Dollar 94 Million and the law on imported services

and non-resident contractual fees and that the Appellant

failed to provide documents in prove of the assertion.
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vii. Although the subject matter is the Alcatel-TEAMS contract

the tax dispute arises under two separate Acts (Income

Tax Act-based on the derivation or deemed derivation of

-- - Income from Kenya and the VAT Act-based -on Value

addition and Consumption)

51. The Respondent then sought to discrete the authorities cited by the

Appellant in the following manner;

A. That although the Appellant is single thesis is "that which

not taxable should not be brought to tax" the Appellant

failed to show that the- supply of contractual services by a

non-resident (Alcatel-Lucent) is not taxable under-the Kenya _

Income Tax Act and VAT Act.

B. As regards the Appellant's argument in respect to the power

to tax, the Respondent cited Section 1o(l)(A) as read

together with Section 3(1) and Section 3,2 (a&i) which
-.0 ~ .~, _

contains the definition of management and professional fee

and the :,Third Schedule of the Income Tax Act which

contains the legal basis which bring to income tax charge

the contractuatjees paid to a non-resident entity with

regard to management and professional fees

C. The Respondent insist that the issue in this Appeal IS (a

single contract of supply of services)

D. Billing milestones do not apply to supply off goods- the

billing was for the supply of highly technical, civil and

engineering works carried out under a contractual

obligations for a specified contractual sum of money

E. A supply of goods would only be one of the elements of

the cable system constituting the sale of a fibre optic
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F. It is the Respondent further argument that although the

Appellant says that 95% of the supply was for goods, the

respondent is categorical that this is not the case as it

contradict; ~the document titled "Final Contract: -Price

annexed to the Appellant' Statement of Facts as appendix A

which shows that marine operation aspect in international

waters alone cost in excess of over 12 million US Dollar, the

said marine operation aspect alone presents 15.189% of the

total contract price.Therefore, the operation referred to IS

purely a-supply of service.

G. Although the Appellant argued that part of the supply is in

international waters, it did not demonstrate the law that

limits Kenya's taxing jurisdiction to the physical boundaries

of Kenya. There is no legal provision barring the

Respondent from taxing supply into Kenya.

H. Since the working marine cable is one continuance and

physical connected system, the Appellant did not

demonstrate why if it cannot be physical severed, even the

taxation cannot be severed or artificial separated as the

Appellant has tried to argue

I. The Respondent submitted that the Authorities cited by the

Appellant were not applicable to the circumstances of the

Appeal before this Tribunal and therefore we shall revert to

these authorities in these judgments

52. The Respondent concedes that the contract is complex and technical

and that it is contractual as there is a lump sum contract for supply

where the services are unique. These professional services include;

surveyors, engineers, lawyers, accountant, Environmental Impact
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Auditors and similar professions as provided in the Firth Schedule of
111-

the Income Act. All these professions were catered for under the

same single lump sum contract.

53'. That though' the <materials used to perform the fix' SUrTl' contract

obligations "might have been made in a factory they required

specialized person, equipment and software, special technology and

ship to install as part of the system adapt it and test it for compliance

with the contractual condition and terms which required the

professional services within that contract including marine
, ....~ ~.~.

environmental impact assessment, marine survev.irnarlne touting and

the powering and the ensuring that the system was. powered, to

perform 'its function. According to the Respondent,. what we are

dealing with in this appeal is a supply of services as it claimed that

the law states that "in a single supply of goods and services the same

should not be artificial separated but be taken to be a single supply

of services." to buttress this argument, the Respondent gave an

example of hotel industry where the services there are treated as a

supply of service even though food (good) is an integral part of that

supply

54. The Respondent urged the Tribunal to consider as authoritative the

decision in the case of Coca Cola East and West African Limited

verses the Commissioner of Domestic Taxes (Appeal 11 of 2013). In

this case, it was held that the Atlanta base Coca Cola export

Corporationprocureadvertisement of its brands in Kenya and paid

for the same from the United States of America. The tribunal

determined that the advertisement by the said US company was felt

in Kenya and the consumers of the advert were in Kenya and it was

therefore not necessary to look at who procured, commissioned or
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established where the payment for the advert was effected. That

ruling was to the effect that the place of consumption of the

advertising service was Kenya and the beneficiaries were the local

bottling..firrn. ·that "deed in Coca Cola products' and ·thert::f\xe the

levying-of tax in Kenya was ligally sound. It therefore argued that on

this basis that the Appellant is liable for payment of tax for the entire

cable system which belonged to Kenya by virtue of three aspects;

9i) both the cable system in Kenya and in international water is

owned 100% by a Kenyan resident company. (ii) the cable system

physically connect to Kenya and (iii) The cable.system supplies Kenya

or provide physical linkage to Kenya and no other country ..

55. It was the' Respondents position that the philosophy of levying

withholding tax under the Income tax act especially t non-residents

was devised by the legislation as a once and for all tax charged to

ensure that non- residents deriving tax from Kenya do not go tax
- . .

free.The law does not allow either the payer or the payee to deduct

expenses before calculating the tax. Because such artificial separation

of supplies in case of a single supply would negate the law on

withholding tax, render the taxation of non-residents practically

impossible and jeopardize the interest of the Kenyan public.

57. Finally the Respondent submitted that in regards to the issue of VAT,

the cited case of Coca Cola in East and West Africa settled this issue

in its favor as the finding was that "what is material is the place of

use or consumption of service; for if it is physically consumed in

Kenya, it is subject to Kenya VAT"

The Respondent therefore urged the Tribunal to dismiss the Appeal

on the two issues of Withholding Tax and VAT.
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58. Not to be outdone the Appellant filed on 17th June 2016 "e reply to

the Respondents further submissions" of the 7th June 2016 which we

have dealt with above. We will know deal with the said submissions:

THE· APPElLANT'S;.-.KEPLY TO THE RESPONDENT')'·: -FURTHER

SUBMISSIONS

59. In replying to the Respondent's further submission, the Appellant

submitted that, the section titled "clarification" should not be given

due consideration as these were outside the scope agreed on by the

Tribunal. The Appellant however proceeded to respond to the said

clarification as follows;

.1. it is agree-s that 85% of the total contractual price of USD

94million had been brought to tax, it asserted however that

this was not in issue because 15% of tfie cable is owned by

Etisalat

II. the Appellant further responded to the claim that its

shareholder are extremely wealthy companies it should not

form the basis for the imposition of any tax obligation to it

and further that the Appellant should be treated as a

separate legal ~nlITY whose rights, duties and liabilities are

therefore separate from its shareholders. The Appellant then

proceeded to urged that the Respondent had not laid the

basis for lifting the corporate veil to hold its shareholders to

account

III. The Appellant further urged that the Respondent had not

tabled any evidence to support a case of mismanagement,

fraud or impropriate which would support the

Respondent's desire to have the corporate veil of the

Appellant lifted to enmesh its shareholders to this dispute
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IV. The Appellant further asserted that the portion of the

contract subjected to tax had been quantified and the taxes

accordingly paid in full and there was no further obligation

to pay any additional tax. .,.", ,

v. The Appellant insisted that the payment made by the

Appellant was not in the nature of management or

professional fees thus chargeable to Withholding Tax as

what was supplied were goods, which did not attract that

tax .

. VI. The Appellant urged-the Tribunal to seriouslv consider its

augments that it is territoriality thatswill determine whether

.ltwas liable to pay tax or not for the cable .svstern

VII. In respect to the authority in Coco-Cola.and West Africa VS

Commissioner of Domestic Taxes (Appe~'INo.ll of 2013)

which was relied upon by the Respondent in its submission,

was the Appellant's view that the principle in that case

was completely remote to the issue in this Appeal and

should therefore not be considered since it disregarded the

Appellant's priD£Iple of territoriality which is predicated

upon a supply of goods which displaces the principle of

where consumption takes place

VIII. It's the Appellant view that the said authority missed the

issue in dispute in this Appeal as it dealt with wholly the

issue of VAT and not Income Tax

THE HEARING

60. The hearing of this Appeal commenced with a mention on 4th

December 2015, the Appellant was represented by Mr Martin Kisuu

and MrKaranjakamotho while the Respondent was represented by
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Mr Hudson Omari. The Tribunal order that the Appeal proceed for

full hearing on 27th January 2016. When the Appeal come up for

hearing, MrKisuu oral made an application for his appeal to appeal

to be a llowed , as the Respondent had not 'filed-Its response and

Statement of Facts. In responses thereto, the Respondent sought an

adjournment to enable it to prepare for the case which involves a

matter of public interest and whose subject matter is substantially

and urged the Tribunal to hear the matter and determine it on merit.

61. In a ruling rendered on the sarnedav, the Tribunal allowed the

.application for Adjourned, and granted cost to the Appellant and

.Tribunalwhose quantum cost was to determine on 22nd February

2016, where the Appeal was to proceed for further hearing.

62. When this Appeal came fer further hearing on 22nd February 2016,

the Respondent sought leave of the Tribunal to urge an application

which it had filed for extension of .tirrie which to file its

Statement of Facts. After further the Respondent

withdrew the said Application with the Tribunal saying that the

Appeal will proceed for hearing 9t?lIy without the .Respondent

relying on its expunged~t~Jements of Facts, whichhad been ordered

by the Tribunal. The Appellant still insisted that the judgment be

entered in its favor, as there was no opposition to its appeal and

statement of Facts. In a detailed ruling, the Tribunal expressed its

view that the appellant had the burden of proof that the tax

decision, which it had appealed from should not have been made or

should have been made differently. The Tribunal therefore required

the Appellant to discharge its burden of proof by arguing its appeal

fully even f that appeal was not opposed. The Tribunal further

pointed out that the Tax Appeals Tribunal Act gave it considerable
iZ
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latitude on matters of discretion as regards the procedures to be

adopted, as it was not in any way fettered by law.

63. In spite of the Tribunals clear ruling and order, the Appellant insisted

).tha,t~{t·\i\laSnot in a position to proceedwithbeauingof the appeal,

'which was indirect contempt of the order of the Tribunal. The

Tribunal therefore ordered the appeal to proceed with the

Respondent arguing its case. The Respondent commenced its

argument until the matter was adjourned for further hearing on

15thMarch 2016.

64. When the appeal came up for liea ring; on the 15thof March 2016, the

Tribunal as promised delivered its ruling:,. .on- the issue of cost

awarding to both the Appellant and Tribunal-cost of Ks. 5000 each

to be paid with days from that date. The Appellant was this time

represented apart from Mr. Martin Kisuu by Mr. Daniel Ngumi

MS Anjarwalla and Company Advocates together

with Mr. Karaniakarnotho and Joel Tanui the General manger of the
"

:;,

Appellant and' !D~£}"ielNzuve and Kevin Koimbori all employees of

the Appellant.
""

65. The Appellants advocatesjyhilst prophesying to respect the ruling of
',-(;:;:;;;~bq4b

the Tribunal and to particip.ate in the proceedings before the
"-.~,,~) --

Tribunal they insisted on the Respondent being stood down and for

the Appellant to commence arguing its appeal. The Appellant's

request was rejected by the Tribunal as in its view the ship had

already left the harbor as they had initially turned down the

opportunity to argue the case with the result that the Respondent

argue its case in the part heard in the Appeal.

66. After further hearing of the Respondent's case, the Appeal was

adjourned to 21stMarch 2016. Both the Appellant and the
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Respondent completed their oral submissions and it was ordered

that both parties file and serve their written submissions and that

these submissions be highlighted on 18thAprii 2016.

67011 18,h- Apr~il2016 when the Appeal carneupfor ,bighlighting of the

written submissions and after hearing both parties, the Tribunal

issued the following orders; the Appellant to provide invoices and

receipts or any other documents evidencing payment made by it to

Alcatel Lucent for the contract sum of USD 94 million, part 2,3,4,5

and 6 of the contract entered Into by the Appellant and Alcatel

-,' Lucent, the long term technical-support contract of the UAE-Kenya

cable system i.e. technical specifications as defined in clause 1.1 of th

contract. All these documents were to be, filedand served within 14

days with the Respondent-beinggiven leave to file its submission to

distinguish the Appellants authoriti(2s§md any further submissions

regarding the documents supplied by th~,~ppellant. The Appellant

was also granted leave to respprld to 'the,':Respondent written

submissions with 10 days of the, date of receipt of the Respondent

written submission.

68. During the same sittingthg Appellant applied to visit the locus in

quo i.e. fibre optic terminal station in Mombasa on 8thMay 2016.

The Appellant offered to meet the cost for the said visit. This was

however rejected as the Tribunal was able to meet the cost for the

Tribunal and staff with the other parties meeting their own cost. It

was also agreed that a further sitting be held at the locus on 27thMay

2016.

69. The Respondent had filed an application on 8th February 2016

seeking leave to extend time to file its Statement of Facts out of

time, the Respondent then withdrew that application and the
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Tribunal ordered that the appeal would proceed for hearing in

absence of Statement of Facts by the Respondent. The Respondent

was consequently allowed to converse its case orally without relying

(': on. its Statement of Facts. .;~.,:~.~" . :~';: ',!.

In its ruling on 22nd February 2016 allowing the Appellant's

Preliminary Objection, the Tribunal awarded the cost of that

application to the Appellant.

70. The Tribunal then invited he Appellant to prosecute it case and Mr.

Martin Kisuu for the Appellant declined to proceed on the basis that

. ,ones the Respondents documents' had been. rejected, its appeal

should have been automatically allowed.Jn-spite of the firm and

,;, clear ruling of the Tribunal. The Tribunal then invited the

Respondent to argue its case as a result of which order the

Respondent commenced the hearing of this appeal after which it

ordered the appeal to proceed for further hearing on 15th March

2016.

71. When the Tribunal.reconvened on the 15th March 2016, it rendered

its formal ruling giving the reasons for awarding cost of Kenya

Shillings 5000/= to the Trjbunal and to the Appellant and further

ruling addressing the issue of the procedure to be adopted by both

parties in presenting their respective arguments. The latter ruling was

in response to an oral application by the appellant' advocate who

had just come on record who felt that their right to begin by

presenting their case had been refused by the Tribunal, in the end

the Tribunal ordered that the Respondent to continue to orally

interrogate theAppellant'scase after which it will proceed with its

own argument in this appeal and the Appeal was adjourned to 21st

March 2016
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72. On the 27th May 2016, the Tribunal held its sitting at the optic fibre

cable station at Orange house in Mombasa with all the parties and

their representative present. The Appellant's General Manager, Mr

":.Jcei Tanui gave evidence detailing the genesis of the fibre optic

cable, its ownership and other relevant details thereto. The Tribunal

also visited the Appellant's headquarter situated at orange house in

Mombasa which houses the main server with connectivity between

Fujairah where the cable commences, and Mombasa where its

terminates and the submarine laridirig station at the beach just below

fort Jesus

. Both the Appellant and the Respondent through their respective

representative briefly addressed the Tribunal with both parties

closing their respective cases thereto.

THE APPELLANT'S WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS

73. The Appellant filed its written submissions on the 4th April 2016. In

those submissions, it listed the following as the issues for

determination upon which it based its said submissions;

i. The subject of the contract (nature of sale/supply) Whether the

contract entered into between the Appellant and Alcatel

should be treated as:-

a) a contract for the supply of services (with any attendant

supply of goods being subsidiary and incidental to the

supply of those services): or

b) a contract for the supply of goods (with any attendant

supply of services being subsidiary and incidental to the

supply of those goods): or

c) There were multiple supplies comprising In part of the

supply of goods and partly the supply of services
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independent of each other and taxed as such. If this is the

case, it would invite the Honourable tribunal to find that

only $3. 7m (4%) of the total expenditure of $94m could

be deemed to relate to services.

The Appellant argued as a corollary to the above that in the

event that it was established that the transaction under this

contract was beyond the Kenyan tax jurisdiction that is outside

Kenya's physical geographical territory then there would be no

supply of goods or services, whichwould attract any tax

I. Jurisdiction to. Tax

" According to the Appellant, only.;,22 Kms (0.4%) of the

5000Kmsof the long cable is, situated in the Kenyan

territory and+only- l;}S $8.9 Dollar (9.5%) of the total

expenditure of the $94 rnlllion Dollar relates to the portion

of the cable lying witbin the Kenyafl·territory.
'\

74. It was the Appellant's argument th~'tYthe ~p'plI~able tax law which

include Section 50f the VAT Act'1989 (repealed), Section 3(i) of the
,

Income Tax Act (ITA), the Ma'ritiroe Zones Act (revised 2012),

Interpretation and Gen~ICi,.t.Provisions Act Chapter 2 of the Laws of

Kenya and Article 5 of the Constitution of Kenya 2010, there was no

tax due by the Appellant to the Respondent as the transaction herein

was outside Kenya's territorial limit as defined by the above pieces of

legislations

It further argued that it was of critical importance to determine

whether the tax to be charged against it "accrued in or derived from

Kenya" (emphasis by Appellant).

75. According to the Appellant, the central question in this Appeal is

whether the income earned by Alcatel (as contractors) "accrued in or
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derived from Kenya" for activities rendered in the high seas. It posed

the question as to whether the laying of the cable in the high seas

gave rise to income, which was accrued in or derived from Kenya. It

.ansvvered this question' in the negative based on its contention that

the, high seas do not form part of the geographical territory of

Kenya. It reiterated its position that it did not change its arguments

whether the supply of the cable was a supply of goods and not a

supply of services

76. To buttress its arguments on the physical territoriality of tax law, it

cited the Singapore. case, which is part of the Commonwealth

countries, being the. Comptroller of Income v HY (2006) 2 SLR 405

as authority for the fact that income is only taxable in a country if it

falls within its jurisdiction and that where such income is received

from outside the territory, then it would attract a remittance tax

In further support of its arguments, the Appellant quoted the case

of Re: Mohamum Mohamed Dashi & 8 Others [2010] eKLR

where Justice Mohammed Ibrahim (as he then was) held; "The

High Seas are not and cannot be a place in Kenya or within the

territorial waters of KeI)J(a.... "

77. The Appellant further cited the cases of Commissioner of Income Tax

v Mabati Rolling Mills (Civil Suit 7 of 2008)and Esso Standard

Eastern Inc. vs. Commissioner of Income Tax [1971] EA 127as

supporting its said legal position. The Appellant stated that the court

of appeal in the case of Esso Standard Eastern Inc. vs. Commissioner

of Income Tax (1972) EA 127 defined the words "accrued in" and

"derived from" as being synonymous and stated that the source of

income is the place from which it is derived and this is a question of

fact.
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78. The Appellant concluded its arguments by submitting that no VAT or

Withholding Taxes could be levied for any part of the cable system

that is outside the 12 Nautical Miles and the portion of taxes falling

within that portion has been fully paid .and settled.

79. The other ambit of the Appellant's argument was that the supply of

the cable system (fibre optic cable) was principally a supply of goods

with services forming an auxiliary element thereto. WHT therefore

could not be paid for this arises where there is management and

professional services being supplied.

80. Finally, the Appellant urged the Tribunal to adopts the findings in the

< foreign cases of FAABORG-GELTING L1NIEN NS 91996) ECR 1-2395

and MADGETT AND BALDWIN 91998) ECR 1-6229 as well the

Kenyan courts in the cases of UNILEVER KENYA LIMITED V THE

COMMISSIONER OF INCOME TAX (2003) LLR 5961 (HCK) and

REPUBLIC V KENYA REVENUE AUTHORITY EX-PARTE L.A.B.

INTERNATIONAL KENYA LIMITED (2011) EKLRin respect to which

they have looked favorably upon reliance of foreign decisions which

cover areas where the Kenyan courts have not delved in before

81. The Appellant therefore, urged the Tribunal to allow the Appeal in its

entirety with costs

THE RESPONDENT'S WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS

82. The Respondent stated that in the year 2013 pursuant to its statutory

obligation it conducted an audit of the Appellant's operations to

confirm compliance with tax laws. In doing so, it established that the

Appellant together with Etisalat (incorporated in United Arab

Emirates) UAE had contracted a non-resident company, Alcatel-

Lucent (Alcatel) of France to construct a cable system from Fujairah

in the United Arab Emirates to the Kenyan coast and further inland.
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The cable system was to cost USD 130,000,000 as a joint venture

between the Government of Kenya and Kenyan operators who hold

85% shares and the said Etisalat with 15% shares.

83. The Fibre Optic Cable IS connected.to the Kenya' national fibre optic

backbone network and it was to be constructed to boost Kenya's

internet and telecom sector. The contractual fee of USD 94 Million

was agreed and payment was to be paid in accordance to the said

shareholding.

84. In computing the payable taxesIriFespect of the 85% contractual

fees the Appellant deducted expenses allegedly incurred by A\catel.

The Respondent following the audit added back the deducted

expenses and subjected the same to VAT on imported services and

WHTand issued assessments for Kshs.1,79 3t6Q3/ = VAT and

Kshs.2,219,623~648/= WHT which assessment were objected to and

confirmed-resulting in this Appeal.
;:"; ·'.<i':...;.':;.;~.~:~:;;<i-..'"

85. The Respondent contented that it is not contested 85% of the.'.
contract sum was-paid by the Appellant which is a Kenyan resident

to a non-residentlalcatel), the Appellant imported services, VAT is

payable on imported and lastly that WHT is payable on

Income paid to a non-resident person for management and

professional services rendered to a resident.

86. The Respondent has framed the issues for determination In its

perspective as follows;

(i) Was the Respondent correct in levying VAT on imported

service on the added back amount

(ii) Was the Respondent correct in levying WHT on

Management and Professional Fees on the added-back

amounts
F
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87. The Respondent's arguments in opposition to the Appeal is directed

at both WHT and VATas follows;

WHT

.' (i) The contract in this Appeal is a lump sum contract as it is

respect to a 'turnkey" project where the contractor is

required to deliver a fully functioning system. In this type

of contract, the contractor is required to submit a total and

global price instead of bidding on individual items such as

materials, tasks and projeCt time. The Respondent states

that it is fortified in that view by reference to the

appropriate clauses in the contract the subject matter of

this Appeal. It in particular refers to Clause 3 of the

Contract in=detail=and specifically identifies clause 3.3

which states: "The Contractor shall be deemed to have,

reviewed the works:as a whole and in detail and to have

f~j;y satisfied itse7f'~bf 'tb~~'"feasibility' and practicability

thereof"

(ii) The Respondent's interpretation of Cause 3.6 of the

Contract is tq,Jbe effect that the contractor (Lucient) is

required to ensure that all the works, tasks, materials and

equipment included in the works itself are sufficient for the

correct functioning of the system.

(iii) The Respondent further referred to Clauses 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,

12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18 and 19 in support of its arguments,

which underline the fact that the contractor undertakes to

provide technical support including repair of any unit sent

to it for that purpose during the system design life.
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(iv) The Respondent also cited the Appellant's Statement of

Facts at paragraph 12, which according to it clearly shows

that the contract is not one of the Supplies of equipment

but aservice contract running over 25 years. it adds that

the contract price include a higher marker up to cater for

unseen contingencies like damage, upgrade or correction of

any faults

(v) It describes the contract as one of Service and the Supply of

Goods thereto is only anxiliary to the Service of the

provision 'of telecommunication connectivity and further

that managing the system is an extremely technical and

complex service and comprises Managerial, Technical,

Agency, Contractual, Professional and Consultancy Services

(vi) During the life span of the system, the contractor is also the

consultant who in the event of any fault or damage is

bound to undertake any upgrade over and above the

technical support.

88. The Respondent's interpretation of the contents of the Appellant's

Statement of Facts is to the effect that "since the cable itself is not just

a straddle of wire" there is added to it the light signal amplifiers

(repeaters in the form of glass stranded containing an element called

erbium together with lasers at interval of 70 Kms along the whole

length of the Cable System). These details are descriptions of value

addition. The very concept among others on which the levying of

VAT is found.

89. The Respondent argued that, it was entitled to levy WHT on the

added back expenses on the following grounds;
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90. The interpretation of Section 3 of ITA as read together with Section

10 and 35(1 (a) of the Third Schedule of the ITA confirms its position

in this respect.

The' Respondent elaborated this position by arguing' that.

since the work undertaken by Lucent was technical requiring

management and professional services, this brought into

play the operation of Section 10 of the ITA which makes

provisions to the effect that where a resident person or a

person having a permanent" establishment in Kenya makes

payment to any otlferpersen'in respect of Management or

Professional or Training Fees, the.amount thereof-shall be

deemed to be. income which accrued in or derived from

Kenya

The payment set out in the above section ~ust only be in

respect to production income accrued in or derived from
~-.-, , ".,.,.~,~'>,. ~"O

Kenya or in connection with a business carried on or to be

carriedin wholly or part in Kenya.
'.,: 'O}'.,

I. The Respondept-jpsists that it withheld the Tax on the income
'\.

paid by the Ap~ell,ant (resident company) to A\catel, which

is known residentntity pursuant to Section 35(1) of ITA.
"~""":!'.

ii. The Respondent drew the attention of the Tribunal to Section

2 of the ITA, which it claims defines Management or

Professional Fees to include payment of Contractual,

Technical and Consultancy services. Since the payment

made by the Appellant to AL-calte was in the nature of

Management or Professional Fees, it was entitled to charge

withholding tax under the Third Schedule to ITA where the

tax rate for a non-resident where the fee is in respect to
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perform the contract will never be taxed in Kenya nor will

the associated expenses be verified in Kenya.lf this were to

happen, the letter and spirit relating to the taxation of a

non-resident Wlii be rendered otiose

91. The Respondent relying on the definition of "WHT" from the 8th

edition of Black's Law dictionary which defines it as "a portion of

income that is subtracted from salary, wages, dividends or other

income before the earner receives payment''argues that this tax is

charged on the gross amount payable or being paid and there is no

room for deduction' for expenses or any or costs. The nature of this

tax is that it is levied on the gross income._ .v-

92. In its submission, the Respondent insists that the tax was ultimately

due from Alcatel (the non-resident entity) and the Appellant was

only an agent of the Respondent for the purposes of withholding

and remitting tax to it under the provisions of ITA. It was its further
.,-

submission that under the WHT rules in the ITA, where a person fails

to withhold and re~it tax as required by law, the tax liability shifts

to them with the result that the tax is now due and payable by the

Appellant.

93. In summary, the Respondent argued against letting a non-resident go

tax-free. Kenyan Residents pay their taxes on income derived or

deemed to be derived from Kenya and are not allowed deducting

any expenses before calculating WHT. Allowing non-resident to go

scot free will be inequitable, prejudicial, unfair and extremely

lopsided against Resident tax payers.

LEVYING VAT ON IMPORTED SERVICES ON THE ADDED BACK

AMOUNT
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94. The Respondent relied on the provisions of the VAT Act 1989 (now

repealed Act) and stated by defining the word "service imported into

Kenya" as set out in Section 2 of the said Act. "Service imported into

Kenya means 'a=service provided by a person normally: resident

outside Kenya who is not required to register for tax in Kenya. or a

service provided by an export processing zone enterprise for use or

for consumption by a person in Kenya whether or not the service is

provided from outside or in Kenya or both inside and outside

Kenya ...

The same Section- defines "contractor" to mean "s person who

undertakes the construction. demolition. repair or restoration of

buildings. industrial plant. roads. bridges. dams. quays. wharves and

other similar civil works and parts thereof including mechanical and

electrical machinery and equipment." It therefore follows that

imported services were rendered to the Appellant and since the
~, •...-. -

services were rendered by a non-resident contractor (A\catel) VAT is

applicable to the contract price.

95. The Respondent then relied on Section 7 of the said Act "A tax

known as value added tqX shall be charged in accordance with the

provisions of this act on the supply of goods and services in Kenya

and on the importation of goods and services into Kenya"

96. Since the Appellant has contended that a sizeable amount of the

system was installed outside Kenya, there is nothing that excludes

taxation of such works or service as long as they were rendered to

the Appellant who is resident in Kenya and for consumption in

Kenya. It was the Respondent's argument that for the cable system to

be fully installed and functional it had to be laid, constructed,

installed and integrated between Mombasa in Kenya and Fujairah in
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UAE. The entire cable system is only serving and supplying services to

the Appellant who is resident in Kenya and services are exclusively

consumed in Kenya, which is supported by the fact that Kenya owns

85% of-the.rsvstem and it paid Ssc/a of the contract; price: ThE

Appellant exclusively consumed the service of laying, constructing

and installing the cable system in Territorial Waters and in Kenya.

WHETHER KENYA HAS JURISDICTION TO LEVY TAXES IN RELATION

TO THE PAYMENTS PAID FOR THE CABLE SYSTEM LAID.

CONSTRUCTED AND INSTALLED OUTSIDE KENYA

97. The Respondent concedes that Kenya as a sovereign state is defined

by its· geographical boundaries and it has its own taxing rights

established by. its own taxing laws. It does not exist in isolation and

some of the transactions taking place outside its boundaries can give

rise to levying taxes in Kenya. According to the Appellant, the

concept of International Waters is based on the doctrine of a
- -

common heritage for humankind, which simply means that no one

country can exercise exclusive rights of the water or seek to

appropriate it and exclude others from it. The waters are open to all

persons and countries ,sui:>ject to various limitations imposed by

International Law.

98. Although the cable system passed or had to pass through International

Waters, the cost of its construction was paid by the Appellant, which

is a Kenyan resident, located in Nairobi. The payment entailed a

practical flow of financial resources out of Kenya so that the services

were imported into Kenya and income derived from the country.

99. It takes the position that under Section S of the said VAT Act, it was

entitled to levy VAT on both imported Goods and Services, which

means that Goods or Services supplied to Kenya from outside are
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subject to tax. There is no limit on Kenya jurisdictions to tax goods

and services from wherever they are located or sourced from as long

as they are consumed or rendered for consumption and usage in

.. Kenya. The undcrlving aspect is that the Services or Goods.must be

supplied to Kenya. It further argues that the physical location of the

consumer is a major determinant of taxation. The consumer is the

Appellant who is resident in Kenya and if there any payment to a

non-resident by the resident for a taxable supply, as in the present

case, it is subject to VAT. In VAT~Wthelocation of the consumer is the

most.important aspect and flGftne place, of the.service ..

100. According to the Respondent Sections 2,.,1",JO and 35 .of ITA grants

the Respondent to tax the income of a non-resident derived from or

accrued in Kenya, which includes Management or-Professional Fees.

The Respondent emphasized that the Appellant who is resident in

Kenya paid the contractor (Alcatel) the contractual price and

ther~f~'t~'th~t\income is deriv~d or accrues in Kenya.

101. The Respondent 'surnmarizes its argument by insisting that having

established that tne,,)pcption of the entity making the payment, that

is the source of paymeQl:C!? being Kenya which payment was made

in favor of a non-resident in respect of Management of Professional

Fees with regards to a business carried or to be carried on wholly or

partly in Kenya, the WHT applies at the rate of 20% of the gross

amount paid to the non-resident. It wraps up its argument by stating

that the basis of its jurisdiction in levying the taxes according to its

revised assessments is that the income is derived in Kenya, the

Appellant has exclusive use of the Cable System, and Kenya owns

85% of the system.
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102. In order for the system to meet its objective of connecting Kenya to

the outside world it had to be laid, constructed and installed in and

outside Kenya. Finally, the Respondent relied on the case of William

'D. RodgersvendYen-Llng Rodgers v Commlsslener.rtof=Intemal

Revenue Services in support of its argument on the issue of

jurisdiction.

103.The Respondent urged the Tribunal to adopt the principle that

payment of tax is an obligation imposed by the law and therefore it

is not a voluntary activity and that atax payer is not obliged to pay

a. single coin more than is due to the-tax. man while the tax man on

the other hand is entitled to collect up to.rhe .last.coln that is due

from a tax payer

104.The Appellant's arguments on the principle Governing the

interpretation of tax laws.may be summarized as follows;
" -'*"A

I. The words are to be given their·ord,.!~arilymeaning and are not

to be given some other>mea;;r~g simpr~q:~6~causetheir object is

to frustrate legitimate tax avoidance devices which is to say
~

that moral precepts are not applicable in the interpretation of

tax statutes.

II. One has to look merely at what is clearly said. There is no

room for any intendment, there is no equity about tax, there is

no presumption to tax, nothing is to be read in, nothing is to

be implied, one can only look fairly at the language used.

III. The object of the construction of a statute is to ascertain the

will of the legislature; it might be presumed that neither

injustice nor absurdity was intended. If therefore a literal

interpretation would produce such a result, and the language
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admits of an interpretation which would avoid it, then such an

interpretation may be adopted

IV. The history of an enactment and the reason, which led to its

:,'/,beiFlg'passed, rnav be used as an aid in iE'·constn.icti6n hence

the governing principle is this "When construing a taxing or

other statute, the sole function of the court is to discover the

true intention of parliament. In that process, the court is under

a duty to adopt an approach that produces neither injustice nor

absurdity; in other words, an approach that promotes the

"f. purpose or object underlif7lngthe particular statute or albeit

that such purpose or object is not expressly set out therein"

105. In urging the Tribunal to adopt the said principle. ,the Respondent

relied upon the case of Colgate Palmolive MarKeting SDNBHD v

Ketuaj'engarahkastarn Case No R2-25-259-2008 (Malaysia,

Unreported)' Mohd Zawani Salleh,J quoted with approval the
"-~-.,,,,;,e~~.;<;.;<.~,~:;,<:,,,,,:·~:.,;.;'M':.'~·'·"

decision of Gopal Sri Ram, JCA (as he then was) in Palm Oil
v; ''01'_ ?<, \. \~"

Research andDevelopment Board Malaysia & Another v Premium

vegetable Oils SDN~HD [2004] 2 CU 265

106. The Respondent alsq",);llXged this Tribunal in interpreting the

authorities cited before bv'wav of case law to read such judgment as

a whole and not by picking a word or sentence, which suits one's

case. In support of this submission the Respondent cited the case of

Commissioner of Income-tax. Arnristar v MIS State Agro Dev. Corp.

Srlnagar (High Court of Jammu and Kashmir I.T. Ref 62000 where

the Indian Supreme court observed:

.~ decision of this court takes it colours from the questions

involved in the case in which it is rendered and, while applying

the decision to a later case, the courts must carefully try to
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ascertain the true principle laid down by the decision of this

court and not to pick out words or sentences from the

judgment, divorced from the context of the questions under

';~consideration by this court, to support their ressoning"

107. The Respondent urged that the case law cited by the Appellant was

not relevant or applicable to the facts and the law in the present

appeal.lt distinguished the case of Akitiebolaget NN v Skatteverket

(Case No C-111/05) which dealt only with a suppliers services limited

to the laying of the cable without altering its nature and without

r.adopting it to the specific requirements of the dient while' in the

present case, the Appellant was required to deliver a functional.

system complete with all the technical specification thereto.ln any

event, according to the Respondent, the Kenyan Tax laws on the

issues before the Tribunal are clear, specific and leave no room for

persuasive interpretation.

108. In response to the Respondent's submissions stated above, the

Appellant filed its reply to the Respondent further submissions on

the 26th May 2016

REPLYTO THE RESPONDENT'$,FURTHER SUBMISSIONS.

109. On the 18th April 2016, the Appellant was ordered by the Tribunal to

furnish the respondent with further documents pertaining to the

contract between the parties with leave to the Respondent to submit

on the said documents

110. In filing the reply to the Respondent's further submission, the

Appellant filed documents in the form of appendixes A, B, C, D,E ,F

G, H, in obedience to the Tribunal's order.

111. In explaining the said documents, the Appellant reiterated the fact

that the Cable System consist of a supply of goods with an ancillary
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Supply of Services and in that case, no WHT could be charged for the

portion of Cable System which consisted of Goods.

112. It further reiterated its position, that part of the Cable System is

locatedrim~the"international waters and has never beerr.brought into

Kenya and that therefore that portion of the cable which is located in

international waters will not have been "imported" in Kenya for

purposes of levying VAT on the basis of principles of Geographical

Jurisdiction and Territoriality of the Kenyans Tax laws

113. The Appellant further stated thatlfis in agreement with the principles

. of interpretation of tax statutes as advanced' byxhe Respondent

, above. In support of this contention, the Appellant cited the cases of

Republic v Commissioner of Domestic Taxes Large; Taxpayer's Office

Ex-Parte Barclays Bank of Kenya Limited [2012] eKLR, which

expressed an important maxim in tax law, which states that, "a

subject should not be taxed unless the words of the taxing statutes
" .. ", "';'N~_<;,<":,,,,:-::~:::,,-,-;';": ,-,-,-,-".--"

unf/mbiguously impose the tax upon him. "
"114. This was the position adopted by the court in the cases of Keroche

Industries Limited VK~nya Revenue Authority & 5 Others (2007)

andTanganyika Mine WQrJs~rs Union v The Registrar of Trade Unions

[1961] EA 629. In the former ..case, the court stated as follows in

regard to the interpretation of a tax statute;

uWhere there is ambiguity the schedule or any other provision

should be constructed strictly so as not to impose a tax burden

not clearly provided for and in the event of any ambiguity it

should be construed in favour of the Appellant as against the

taxman -this being a penal statute or legislation .... "

While the latter stated that, where there are penal provisions in

a tax statute, it must be construed strictly and that in such
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circumstances you ought not to do violence to its language in

order to bring people within it but ought rather to take care

that no one is brought within who is not brought within it in

;express language . :,: .. .:

115.' It's the Appellant's case that the Respondent has stretched the

provisions of the VAT Act and the ITA as they do not clearly impose

an obligation to pay tax in the circumstances of this appeal and that

the Respondent has not demonstrated that the ALcatel provided

Management or Professional services

.H6. The Appellant stated that though the Respondent-had contended that

: .'the supply of the cable system is a technical and complex services

comprising of Management, Technical" Agency, Contractual,

Professional and Consultancy services, the Respondent did not

specifically pinpoint which of those categories was brought to

charge. In support of that Argument. the Appellant cited Section 2

of ITA and the case of R v Commissioner of Domestic Taxes Ex-

Parte Barclays Bank of Kenya, which case summaries the Appellant~

position as follows;

u•••• So that the questjon for consideration would be whether

these payments sufficiently defined constitutes consideration for

Management, Technical, Consultancy or Agency? Casting a

broad net on a series of transactions and payments lack clarity

and is to be frowned upon"

The Appellant further urged that even if the Respondent was to

specify which of the Services it brought to charge, none of

those Services featured in the contract.

11? The Appellant revisited its argument of "Territoriality" and urged the

Tribunal to consider its in its favor as the Respondent was
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deliberately ignoring the provision of Article 5 of the Constitution of

Kenya -2010 and Section 3(1) of the Maritime Zones Act which read

together with United Nations Conventions on the Law of the Sea

r , fUNGLOS) and the decision in Telefonica De. Espana S.A. v Ministry

of the Environment, which meant that any tax levied against the

Appellant should only be levied and strictly limited to the physical

territory Kenya up to 12 Nautical Miles from its coastal baseline

118. The Appellant then proceeded to argue that the Respondent's

interpretation and understanding of the case law presented to the

"Tribunal was grossly misunderstood and summarized its position as

follows;

'., I. REMohamud Mohamed Dashi & 8 Others (2010) eKLR

This case is in support of the Appellant's position that the

Respondent cannot tax the Appellant on that part of the

cable situated outside the territory of Kenya

II. Republic V Kenya Revenue Authority Ex-Parte L.A.B.

International Kenya Limited (2011)eKLR

This case demonstrated that the Tribunal is free to rely on a

case from the. European Union provided that it has

jurisprudential value, thus emphasis the relevance of the EU

of (Arkiebolaget NN v Skatteverket (2007) swn 1167 ECJ.

According to the Appellant, this case is inperimateria with

this appeal as it is the first time a Kenyan tribunal is

handling a dispute involving taxation of a subsea fiber optic

cable and urged the Tribunal to rely upon it.

III. The Appellant further urged the Tribunal to rely on the case

of Unilever Kenya Ltd v Commissioner of Income Tax

(2005) eKLR which it claims is a persuasive authority
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regarding the reliance on best International best practices

especially where there a no guidelines

RESPONDENT'S FURTHER SUBMISSIONS AND REPLY
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120.The Respondent then proceeded to base its arguments on its

supporting authorities and case laws as follows

a.) The Respondent states that its understanding of the Appellant's

,;'.{ arguments and authorities is -that' ;fl!in':whiCh is not taxable

should not be brought to tax" it adds that, in this respect the

Appellant has failed to show that the supply of contractual

services by a non-resident is not taxable under the provisions

of ITA and VAT

b.) It's states that under Section 10(la) as read together with

Section 3(1)(3) and 2 (a)(i), Section 35(1)(a), the definition of

'Management or Professional fee'.,jl),$ection 2 and the 3rd

Schedule of ITA brings to Income Tax. charge such contractual

fees paid to a neri-residen] with regard to Management and

Professional fees.

c.) The billing milestones furnished bYJhe,Appellant do not apply

to supply of goods but the 'billing was ln for the supply of

highly technical civil and engineering works under contractual

obligation for a specified, contractual sum of money.

Furthermore, a suppjv of Goods would only be one of the

elements in the design of the specific Cable System, the physical

and technical laying it over 5000Kms and finally installing it to

link Kenya to UAE, that element would only be the sale of the

fiber optic

d.) The Respondent in em phasing that the Supply of Goods would

only be for the sale of the Fiber Optic, states that the following

are the services, which were critical for the operation of fiber

optic system namely installation, surveying, routing,

environmental impact assessment on installation, adaptation
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(addition of the metallic armour, addition of repeaters or

amplifiers and signal boosters, addition of specially designed

joints and addition of the concentric power cable along the

. whole length ot tbe fibre optic which is theectuet transmitter

. of light signals). There would hence be no delivery of a

working Cable System.

121. The Respondent in response to the Appellant's assertion that the

Fiber Cable system represented 95% of the supply of goods it states

that this contradicts the Appellantdocument admitted as evidence as

Appendix E which expresses-lfself'to-be the final contract price, a

reading of which would show that the .....supply of Goods would

represent 15.189% of the total contract price.

122. The Respondent argued that the Appellant had failed to show which

law bars the Respondent from taxing supply into Kenya; of a supply

that has occurred in International Waters. The Respondent therefore

argues that:}ince the working marine system' is one continuous and
~

physically connected system, which cannot be served or artificially
"Z,

separated as the Appellent has tried to do
'C.

123. The Respondent then prQg.~eded to argue that the cases cited by the

Appellant did not apply to the present appeal or to the

circumstances of the current appeal;

i) According to the Respondent, the case of Republic v

Commissioner of Domestic of Taxes Ex Parte Barclays Bank of

Kenya (2012) Eklr is not applicable to this appeal as it dealt

with the issues of royalties and interchange fees,

ii) In regard to Stanbic Bank (K) Limited v KRA (2009) 'eKLR case

which dealt with the issue as to whether online subscriptions

amount to management services and whether information
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relayed to the bank through the banks online subscription to a

site that was open and available to anyone who had the

technicalknowhow whilst the current appeal deals with the

supply of a highly technical, complex and specifically defined

work leading to a working cable system

iii) According to the Respondent. in the Telefornica Case, the

court strictly applied Spanish law while this appeal is to be

strictly interpreted in accordance with Kenyan Laws

124.The Respondent argued that even if there were materials used to

perform the contractual obHgationswhich were made in a factory,

they required specialized personnel, equipment, software, special

technology and ship to install it as part of the system adopt it and

test it for compliance within the terms and condition of the contract.

It emphasized that where a supply comprises "single supply of goods

and services, the same should not be artificially separated but should

be taken as a single supply of service." It further it gave the example

of hotel services, which it alleged that they are treated as a supply of

service despite food (goods being an integral part of the supply

being served therein).

125.The Respondent urged the Tribunal to rely on the authority and

decision of Atlanta-Based Coca-Cola Export Corporation. In that

case, the Tribunal ruled that the principle for taxation in respect to

procurement made outside Kenya and beneficiaries of such a service

was not material as the place of consumption and beneficiaries of

the services were the test to be applied in determining in where the

service was rendered. In this regard, the Respondent amplified by

stating that the entire cable system both in Kenya and International

Water is 100% owned by a Kenyan resident company, it is physically
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connected to Kenya, it is a supply in Kenya and provide physically

link to Kenya from UAE and no other country.

126. The Respondent then submitted that the law on WHT under ITA was

specifically devised by the legislature as 'a ante and for all tax 'charge

to ensure that a non-resident deriving income from Kenya does not

go tax free. As for VAT and following the decision in the Atlanta-

Based Coca-Cola Export Corporation, where it was ruled that, what

is material in considering whether to levy VAT in this circumstance is

the place of use or consumption of the services and since the Cable

System is physically used or consumed in Kenya, it is subject to VAT.

127.The Respondent therefore submitted' that the appeal should be

dismissed

APPELLANT'S REPLY TO RESPONDENT'S FURTHER SUBMISSIONS

128.The Appellant filed the above submissions on the 17th June 2016 in

response to the Respondent's further submission and reply. The

Appellant urged the Tribunal to disregard the Respondent's section

titled "Clarification" on the basis that those clarifications were

outside the scope agreed by the Tribunal and were not introducing

new facts nor new issues before the Tribunal for determination

129.The Appellant conceded that 85% of the total contractual price of

$94,000,000 had been brought to tax and that 15% of the cable is

owned by etisalat and the cost was contributed by it

130. The Appellant further complained that the Respondent's reference to

the fact that the shareholders are extremely wealthy companies who

are therefore capable of paying the demanded tax, does not form

any basis for the imposition of any tax obligation on it under

Kenyan law and that doing so would amount to gross injustice and

a defiance of the law. Consequently, since the Appellant is a
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corporation under the company law, it should be treated as separate

legal entity from its shareholders

131.The Appellant asserted that the Respondent had gravely

rnisinterpreted the subject InQ~te( or".the contract entered between it,

etisalat and Alcatel for the supply and installation of the undersea

cable system since the contract is fundamentally a contract for the

supply of goods and not a contract for the supply of services. It

further maintained that the portion of the contract subject to tax has

been quantified and taxes paid in full and the Appellant is therefore

under no obligation to pay anymore additional tax

132. In respect to the issue of billing milestones, the Appellant maintained

that it is absurd for the Respondent to assume that this can only

apply to a supply of goods. In its view, freedom of contract permits

parties to decide the terms of their contracts and determine specific

aspects including billing. The Appellant maintained that the cable
..

supplied to it was in a fully functional state when it was already

armoured and when the repeaters were in place. According to it, the

various components, which were required to make the system

functional, were goods for.YAT purposes.

133.The Appellant re-emphasized its position on the doctrine of

territoriality based on the relevant provisions of the Constitution of

Kenya, Maritime Zones Act and the United Nation of Law of the

Sea, which provides specific guidelines on the physical delimitation

of the KenyanTerritory. In this regard, for VAT to apply, the goods

must be specifically imported into the territory of Kenya. Similarly,

the ITA specifically provides that the income must be derived from

Kenya for it to be taxable in Kenya.
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134.The Appellant insists that the contract should not be "split" as alluded

to by the Respondent and therefore, one cannot separate the laying

of the cable from delivery of the cable components and equipment

... - ." which are so Closely iinked SUCI, that none· can be offered without

the other. The cable system must therefore be regarded as

constituting a single supply which is predominantly that of goods.

134.The Appellant urged the Tribunal to reject the Respondent's

interpretation in the Coca Cola case as being irrelevant and

inconsequential to the matter in dispute in this Appeal.

135.The Coca Cola case did not deal with- the nature of supply and the

jurisdiction as to tax as in the present appeal and the Respondent has

erroneously assumed that the nature of the supply is a service when

in fact the nature of the supply is in fact a supply of goods. In any

event, the determination of place of consumption in VAT is based

on the international accepted destination principle. This principle is

extensively explained in the OECD INTERNATIONAL VAT/GST

GUIDELINES 2011, which has been accepted as international best

practice and have been regularly quoted in the High Court.

136. The Appellant stated thatthe Respondent missed the point in dispute

in its reliance on the Coca Cola case, which does not address the

issue of WHT as it wholly, and simply focuses on VAT. It concluded

its arguments by asserting that all the goods in relation to the

contract which entered Kenya, the appropriate custom duty and

VAT were paid and furthermore, the rest of the goods constituting

the subject matter of the contract were not goods that were

physically imported into Kenya or physically imported within the

territorial waters of Kenya
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137. On the 9th October 2017, whilst the Tribunal was in the process of

writing this judgment, the Appellant through the newly appointed

firm of VIVA Africa Consulting LLP filed supplementary submissions

without the leave of the Tribunci. This appeal was then listed for the

2nd November 2017, and after arguments by both parties, the

Tribunal admitted those submissions as part of the appeal with

liberty to the Respondent to reply within 14 days upon service to it

138. Subsequently the Respondent filed as orderedits supplementary

submission on the 29th November 2017 in response to the issues

raised by the Appellant. It vilas also agreed with the concurrence of

the Tribunal that the Parties highlight the submission on the 4th

December .2017. The parties in obedience thereto highlighted their

submissions and closed their respective arguments

THE APPELLANT'S SUPPLEMENTARY SUBMISSIONS DATED 9TH

OCTOBER 2017

139. The Appellant argued that the provisions of Section 35 of the ITA are

clear, unambiguous and well defined in that the definition of

Professional and Management Fee provides for the imposition of tax

only on the part of payment made in respect of services and

proceeded to define the word "fee" in accordance with the Oxford

English Dictionary as U a payment made to a professional person or

to a professional public body in exchange for advice or services. 'and

further stated that the legal dictionary which they did not specify

defines a fee as U a compensation paid for a particular acts, services

or labour, general those that are performed in the line of official

duties or a particular profession. "

In summary therefore, it is the intention of the ITA to impose

withholding tax on services rendered.
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140.The Appellant expanded its arguments by insisting that Section

35(3)(f) ITA meant that the payment for contractual fee within the

meaning of "management or professional fee" means payment for

work done 'in respect of building, civil or engineering works'.' "[he

payment for these services was made to persons resident in Kenya

and or having a permanent establishment in Kenya.

141. The Appellant further urged the tribunal to find that, the definition of

contractual fees included payment for building, civil or engineering

works restricted to persons with a permanent establishment in Kenya

or residence of Kenya and that Section 35(1) ITA is restricted -to the

charging of withholding tax on services only..

142. The Appellant then proceeded to define Section 6.(6) of the repealed.

VAT Act, which provides;

"Texan services imported into Kenya shall be payable by the person

receiving the taxable service" {Emphasis Appellant}
~¥. -_.

It was the Appellant's argument that according to the Provisions of

the East African Community Customs Management Act (EACCMA)

2004 and the VAT Act, the Taxes applicable on the importation of

goods into Kenya would be the Customs duty and VAT

143. In its view, the taxes imposed by the Respondent upon it are

ambiguous and are not set out in law. In support of which

proposition, the Appellant cited the provision of Article 201 of the

Constitution of Kenya which states;

uno tax or licensing fee may be imposed, waived, or varied except

as is provided by legislation"

Together with the cases of Sony Holdings v Registrar of Trademarks

& Another Civil Appeal 37 of 2013 and Cape Brady Syndicate vs

Inland Revenue Commissioner [1921]lKB 64
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144. According to the Appellant, the subject matter of this Appeal is a split

contract comprising of purchase of goods and the procurement of

services in support of which it annexed a price schedule in its

Statement of Facts as Appendix E. it more specifically maintained

that the contract provide for purchase of materials amounting to

USD 77,532,696 and for the provision of services of USD 17,

836,960

145. In support of the above figures, the Appellant annexed a pnce

schedule summary in support of its submissions. In response to a

question by the Chair of the Tribunal, the Appellant stated that the

split contract comprised approximately 81.3% of goods and 18.7%

of services. Thus the.WHT and VAT should only be imposed on the

contract that relates to services while the one relating to goods

should be taxed according to the provisions of EACCMA. There is no

basis therefore for the Respondent to impose WHT and VAT on the

full contract value, when the contract is split between goods and

services.ln support of this contention, the Appellant cited the case of

Ishikwajma-Harima Heavy Industries Ltd vsDIT (2007)288 ITR 408

(SC)

146. The Appellant emphasizes that it made payment to Alcatel which is a

non-resident company incorporated under the laws the of Republic

of France and therefore the WHT and VAT due and payable by the

Appellant is with regard to the Management, Professional Fee and

imported services paid to Alcatel and not the entire contractual

amount as alleged by the Respondent.

147.The Appellant insists that the contract the subject matter of this

Appeal should be strictly construedto give effect to the intention of

the parties and for the protection of the freedom to contract.
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In conclusion, the Appellant on the basis of the decision in JGC

Corporation v Federal Inland Revenue Service (18 ITLR 421)urged

the Tribunal to give a holistic consideration of the contract

undertaken by the parties and desist from substitutingshe side.

contract with another in determining the tax liability of the

Appellant. The essence of the contract is supreme as it is the one that

determines the intention of the partieswhich the Tribunal should give

full effect to.

148. According to the Appellant, "the goods component" was the

submarine: .cable that 'was delivered-to the Appellant- while "the

services component" encompassed the installation services as well as

the project management services. In this respect, the split nature of

the contract was reflected by the fact that there are separate invoices

for the separate components as shown by the annexed Appendix 6

from page 110 to 1180f the Appellant's Statement of Facts. It claimed
-. ,...~. .~

that it paid for the importation of the submarine cable, customs duty

as well as VAT in this respect

149.The Appellant drew the attention of the Tribunal to the decision of

the case of Hindustan Shipyard Ltd v State of Andhra Pradesh 2000

(6) SCC 579 which discussed three categories of contracts notably; a

contract for work to be done for remuneration and supply of

materials used in the executions of the work for a price which it refers

to as a"composite contract" therefore, the Appellant assert that the

making and delivery of the Cable System involved over and above

the work and skill that were required or involved in the contract. In

essence, therefore, the contract was substantially one for the sale of a

"good"which is the cable system. The service components of the

contract were merely 19% of the contractual amount. It is not
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therefore open to the Respondent to seek to collect WHTon the

contractual amount on the ground that the entire contractual amount

is for an imported service.

150. The Appeilant>suornits that the Respondent has failedto identify and

apply the correct provisions which should be Section 35 of the ITA

and Section 6(6) of the VAT act and has merely cast a broad net on a

series of transactions between it and Alcatel without tying them to

any specific provision of law. According to the Appellant the cable

system is a tangible good comprised of three components which are;

undersea' optical fibre cable- covering a distance or'5000kn'-i, the

undersea fibre. optic signal repeaters which ...are 59 in number and two

terminals one atMombasa in Kenya and the other at Fujairah in UAE.

It is therefore absurd, unreasonable, and illogical for the Respondent

to treat the cable equipment as if it was a service rendered. It is its

view that the contractual amount is severable-and payment should be

effected in respect to two distinct, components i.e. for goods and

services. In support of this argument the Appellant sighted the case of

CIT v Best and Co. P Ltd (1966) ITRJl(SC)

151.The Appellant urged the Tribunal to find that the relevant and

applicable provisions upon which the Respondent would impose

taxes on it in the circumstances of this appeal are Section 35 (1) ITA,

Section 6(6) of the repealed VAT Act, Section 16 and 110 of ECCMA

Act and Section 6(5) of the repealed VAT Act and that therefore, the

Respondent cannot impose any other tax outside those specific

provisions of the Law

Further, the Respondent cannot impose taxes without any legal basis

as was stated in the case of the Vestey v Inland Revenue

Commissioners (1979)3 ALL ER at 984 which held;
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"Taxes are imposed on subjects by parliament. A citizen cannot

be taxed unless he is designated in clear terms by a taxing Act

as a taxpayer and the amount of his liability is clearly defined"

it further quoted the rase of R v KRA and ConsolldatedBank.Fxperte

Tradewise Agencies in which the dicta in Keroche Industries limited v

Kenya Revenue Authority was applied as an authority for the legal

proposition that the powers conferred by the legislature to bodies

charged with the responsibilities of administering Taxing statutes

should not abuse the powers conferred thereto. Consequently, the

Respondent's desire to demand-arid cHarge the excessive and onerous

taxes of VAT totaling to Kshs.1,793,872.~6Q3/= and WHT totaling

Kshs.2,219,623.,648/= is an abuse of the law by....the Respondent. This

should amount to double taxation since, Customs-Duty and VAT, as

indicated above has already been paid

152. It was the Appellant's case that the basis for charging tax upon it by
""""~"'~""';'''~;''''';''''hM,.:.","'U':h'_~'~ ,~, '.wo

the, Respondent was ambiguous and is not based on any express and

clear provision of the law. In it view, the ambiguity must in law be

resolved in its favour apd not the Respondent, which is responsible

for the lmplernentationjpj, tax laws. In this regard, it drew the

attention of the Tribunal to the case of Commissioner of Income Tax

vs. Westmont Power (K) Ltd Nairobi High Court Income Tax Appeal

No. 626 of 2002,

153.The Appellant is further aggrieved by the fact that the Respondent

having accepted payment of Custom Duty as well as VAT on the

importation of the cable system, which is an acknowledgement that a

"good" was imported , it cannot at the same time be heard to

demand payment on alleged services provided as this is in breach of

the principle of Estoppel. This principle was defined by Benning L.J
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in the case of Combe vs. Combe 195 1 (1) ALL ER 766where it was

stated that;

"The Principle as I understand it is that where one party has, by

'his,werds,or conduct made to the other epromiseoressurence

which was intended to affect the legal relations between them

and to be acted on accordingly, then, once the other party has

taken him at his word and acted on it, the one who gave the

promise or assurance cannot afterwards be allowed to revert to

the previous legal reletionses if no such promise or assurance

-'.... had been made by him. but he must sccept.their legal relations

subject to· the qualification which he himself has so introduced

even though it is not supported in point of law by any

consideration, but only by his word"

154. On the basis of the above doctrine, the Respondent should be

estopped from demanding approximately 77% of taxes from the

Appellant being 25% custom duty, 16% VAT on imported goods,

20% WHT and 16% VAT again on imported services. The

Respondent's action is also in contravention of Article 47 (1) of the

Constitution of Kenya 2010 which states as follows;

"every person has the right to administrative action that IS

expeditious, efficient. lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair"

155, Consequently, the Appellant prays that this appeal be allowed and

the Respondent's assessment be set aside and be dismissed

RESPONDENT'S SUPPLEMENTARY SUBMISSIONS DATED 24TH

NOVEMBER 2017

156. The Respondent, in its submissions recounted the facts of this Appeal

which have already been detailed above, the tax assessment by it,

the Appeal the Appellant's and its earlier submissions.
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157. In response to the Appellant's assertion that the subject contract was

a split contract involving supply of "goods" and supply of "services"

the Respondent maintained that this was a single transaction,

whlchshould .nor be' artificially split into two. The Respondent based

this assertion on its interpretation of clauses 1, 3, and the definition

of the term "system" and "work" as set out in the contracted subject

matter.

158. According to the Respondent, what the Appellant contracted for was

services byA\catel which was the contractor because under clause

3.2, the said contractor was charged with the responsibility of

undertaking the "feasibility and practicability of the project". This

being the case, then Section 5 of the VAT repealed Act applied since

Section 2 of the said Act defined "Service imported into Kenya" as a

"service provided by a person normally resident outside of Kenya

who is not required to registered for tax in Kenya for use or for

consumption by a person in Kenya whether or not the service is

provided from outside or in Kenya or both inside and outside

Kenya"

159. In the instant case, the said Alcatel being an entity residing outside

Kenya provided the laying, construction and installation of the cable

system, which service was exclusively consumed in Kenya. For the

Respondent, the place of supply is immaterial provided the same is

offered by an entity normally resident outside Kenya and the

consumption is done in Kenya.

160. The Respondent's position in respect to VAT on imported services is

that it is the responsibility of the importer pursuant to the provisions

of Section 6(6) of the repealed VAT Act and it therefore follows that,
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VAT is applicable and the taxable value is USD 94 million which is

captured in the contract between the parties.

161. Regarding the issue of WHT, the Respondent states that Section

35 (3){f)of .the ITA does not relate to payments- made to non

residents as alleged by the Appellant and that the applicable law is

the one set out in Section 35(1)(a) of the same Act. The Respondent

argues that a reading of Section 2, 3, 10 and 35(1)(a) of the ITA

clearly demonstrates that all payments made by a resident to a non

resident (who is not an employee) towards "management or

'. professional fees" is to be subject to WHT. In addition, the term

"management or professional fees'twidelv definal includes payment

for "contractual. technical and consultancy services". Consequently,

the Appellant ought to have been subjected to WHT for the entire

contractual price at 200/0 as dictated by law.

162. The Respondent maintained that there is no Kenyan jurisprudence on

the concept of "composite supply"and that guidance may be sought

from the decision of the European Court of Justice where the

concept has been a subject of litigation with the court delivering

several judgments under Jhe European Union Value added Tax Law

(EU-VAT). In this respect, the Respondent cited the Case c-41/04-

LevobVerzekeringan BVas authority for the legal proposition that "a

transaction which comprises a single supply from an economic point

of view should not be artificially split so as to distort the function of

the VAT system. The essential features of a transaction must be in the

first place be ascertained in order to determine whether the taxable

person is making to the customer several distinct principal supplies or

a single supply. " In the same case, it was held that under Article 2 (1)
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of the Sixth Directive of EU-VAT, "every transaction must normally

be regarded as distinct and independent "

163.To reinforce its argument, the Respondent cited the case of Card

Protection.Plan (CCP) [Case (-349/96] where it-was held that;

"There is a single supply in particular in cases where one or

more elements are to be regarded as constituting the principal

service, whilst one or more elements are to be regarded, by

contrast, as ancillary services which share the tax treatment of

the principal service. A service must be regarded as ancillary to

ci principal service if it does not constitute for customers an aim

in ilself, but a means of better enjoying the principal service

supplied. "

164. The Respondent gave examples of composite supplies where the

offering of one supply is dependent on the offering of the other.

Some of these composite supplies which have been held as

constituting a single supply as are:-

a. Meals served in an aircraft - single supply of air travel

b. Provision of space in which to hold a children's party-

single supply of facilities for the party, with no separate

supply of land

c. Study material issued as part of a course-single supply of

education;

165. Lastly, the Respondent in urging the Tribunal to dismiss this Appeal,

it submitted that the cable "goods" was merely "a means of better

enjoying the principal supply "service" which was the principal aim

of laying the fibre optic cable all the way from UAE to Kenya and

therefore, VAT and WHT must be levied by treating the whole

transaction relating to the supply of services.
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TRIBUNAL'S ANALYSISAND FINDINGS:-

ISSUESFOR DETERMINATION

166. The Tribunal has carefully perused and had recourse to the

,-.documents produced by both the Appellant: and the Respondent the

authorities cited, the oral and written submissions of the parties and

in its view the following are the pertinent issues for determination;

i. WHAT ISTHE JURISDICTION TO TAX IN KENYA?

ii. Whether the installation of the submarine cable system (cable

system) from the Unite Arab" Emirates (UAE) to Kenya was a

supply of goods only;" or services only, or a composite supply

of both goods and services.

It is to these issues that this Judgment now turns;

1. THE JURISDICTION TO TAX IN KENYA

167. It was the Appellant's argument that the cable system which was laid

over a distance of approximately 5,000 km commencing in Fujairah

in the UAE and terminating at Mombasa in Kenya covered part of

the territory of UAE, the territory under the sea and part of the

territory in Kenya.According to the Appellant any tax that would be

levied from the said cabje system had to have recourse to these three

different physical locations whichwhere covered by the cable

system.

168. In support of this argument, the Appellant cited the provisions of

Section 2 of ITA which states as follows- "Kenya includes the

continental shelf and any installation thereon as defined in the

Continental Shelf Act".

169.The Continental Shelf Act was repealed and replaced by the Maritime

Zones Act (Revised) 2012. It is the case therefore that the
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delimitation of the Kenyan territory is now determined In

accordance with the provisions of the Maritime Zones Act.

170. The Constitution of Kenya 2010 in Article 5 defines what constitutes

<..the -territory of Kenya. it states-

-"Kenye consists of the territory and territorial waters comprising

Kenya on the effective date. and any additional territory and

territorial waters as defined by an Act of Parliament"

171. The Act of Parliament that defines "territorial waters" as provided for

in Article 5 of the constitution is the Maritime Zones Act. Specifically,

Section 3(1) of the Act which provides as follows:.

"the breadth of the territorial waters of Kenya shall be twelve

nautical miles. "

172. Further, the Interpretation and General Provisions Act, chapter 2 of

the Laws of Kenya defines Kenya as:

"Kenya has the meaning assigned to it in the Constitution and

includes the territorial waters"

173. All the above definitions point out that Kenya is the land mass of the

territory of and its territorial waters which stretch 12 Nautical miles.

The tax statutes are _subject to this territory Iimit.To further

emphasise this point, section 6 of the VAT (now repealed) provides

as follows:

6(5)" tax on the importation of goods into Kenya shall be payable

by the person who imports the goods. "

6(6) "tex on services imported into Kenya shall be payable by the

person receiving the taxable services"

174. The Appellant states that the basis of its argument is on the Principle

of Territoriality of Tax so that no taxes both under the ITA and the

Repealed Vat Act would arise where the portion of the cable system
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is not within the territory of Kenya. The Appellant proceeded to cite

the cases of: Comptroller of income v HY (2006) 2 SLR 405 and Re

Mohammed Mohamum Dashi & 8 others (2010 Eklr as supporting

... :.': .the said principle whose effect 1s .hat "mcoroe is only taxable in a

country if it falls within its Tax Jurisdiction ",

175. The Tribunal has carefully examined the provisions of the Repealed

Continental Shelf Act, the Maritime Zones Act, the Interpretation

and General Provisions Act and Article 5 of the Constitution of

Kenya 2010. It is the Tribunal's finding that all these statutes deal

with the delimitation of Kenya's physical expanse and boundaries

together with the 12 nautical miles

176. As regards the physical expanse and boundaries of the geographical

construct together with the said nautical miles designate the territory

of Kenya no dispute was shown to exist between the Appellant and

the Respondent. It was contended by both parties that the taxes
. .

proposed to be levied were to be levied on the geographical and

physical entity designate the territory of Kenya as earlier defined.

177. A close scrutiny of the above provisions of the law clearly

demonstrates that firstly the Principle of Territoriality of Tax as

contemplated by the Appellant is not provided for therein and

secondly that the said Statutes and the relevant provisions of the

Kenyan Constitution 2010 do not in any way relate to the

substantive or procedural aspects of Tax Law.

178. It is conceded by both the Appellant and the Respondent that the

substantive and procedural Tax Law applicable to the circumstances

of this Appeal are contained in the provisions of the ITA and the

Repealed VAT Act and it is in reference to these Statutes that it can
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be determined upon whom tax liability falls together with its

quantum and categorization.

179. We agree with the Respondent that in the circumstances of this

"" Appeal VAT was properlyunposed art the basis of section 5 of the

repealed VAT Act which states- <faservice provided by a person

normally resident outside Kenya U in this case Alcatel- lucent .... for

use or for consumption by a person in Kenya whether or not the

services is provided from outside or in Kenya or both inside and

outside Kenya". We hasten to add that the basis for levying VAT is

to determine the user and the consumer of the service rendered. It is

, ." therefore plainly correct to state that the user and consumer of the

"imported service" is the Appellant.

180. Section 3 of the ITA levies Income Tax for each year of income upon

all the income of a person whether resident or non- resident which

"accrued in or was derived from Kenya". We have no hesitation in
.C~C~)

finding that the income of the Appellant "accrued In or was derived

from Kenya"under the provisions of the ITAand therefore the

Appellant is liable to pay WHT.

181. Having therefore established that the Principle of Territoriality to Tax

has no relevance in establishing the tax liability and or quantum

thereto in this appeal we hold that the Appellant is liable to pay

VAT and WHT the quantum whereof we shall pronounce at the end

of this Judgment when resolving the number 2 issue for

determination as they are closely interlinked.

iLWhether the installation of the submarine cable system (cable

system) was a supply of goods only, or of services only, or a

composite supply of both goods and services.
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182. It is not in dispute that an elaborate contract was entered between

the Appellant and Akatel for the construction and installation of the

cable system which was produced by the Appellant as Appendix 1 to

its Supplementary Documents. The issue in dispute between the

Appellant and the Respondent arises out of the characterization of

the said cable system whether under the provisions of the Repealed

VAT Act and ITA the said Cable System comprised wholly of a

Supply of Goods or wholly of a Supply of Services or a Composite

Supply of both Goods and Services.

183.The Appellant's original position was that the cable system constitutes

fully of a supply of goods. In its submission it was not liable to pay

any tax for the importation of the cable system as it had already

paid custom duty in accordance with the provisions of the East

African community Customs Management Act ( EACCMA 2004) for

the imported cable system together with the applicable VAT. The

Respondent concedes having received payment for the said Customs

Duty and VAT.

184. The Appellant's position was that since the Respondent had charged

Custom Duty and received payment thereof together with the

applicable VAT it acknowledged that the Cable System comprised of

a "Supply of Goods". In the process of fortifying its argument in

reference to the contract entered between it and Alcatel the

Appellant having perused the price schedule and the Billing

Milestones thereto now acknowledged that the contract between

the parties was a "Split Contract" for the purchase of both goods

and the procurement of services.

185. On its part it was the Respondent's position having reference to the

provisions of Clause 3 of the said Contract that the supply of the
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Cable System constituted a Turnkey Supply of services which was" a

single transaction" and since it could therefore not be split as a

supply of goods and services VAT and WHT was applicable for the

total contractual sum of USD 94,000,000:

186. The Respondent like the Appellant was later constrained to advance

its own concept of "Composite Supply" which is a akin to the

Appellant's contemplation of the "Split Contract" and proceeded to

cite several cases emanating from disputes outside Kenya's

Jurisdiction in support of its said concept.

187. The Tribunal has therefore established that both the Appellant and

the Respondent are in agreement that the Contract the subject

matter of the dispute between them is easily a "Split" or

"Composite" "Supply of Goods and Services".

188. Both the Appellant and the Respondent were unable to identify any

provisions in the ITA and the Repealed VAT Act that defines a "Split"

and or"Composite Supply" and how such supply is to be taxed and

neither were we able to identify such a provision.

189. We agree with the Appellant that the legal position is that in a tax

statute "there is no rOQ!J]for any intendment. There is no equity

about tax. There is no presumption as to tax. Nothing is to be read

in, nothing is to be implied. One can only look fairly at the language

used". and that the decision in the case of Sony Holdings and

Registrar of Trade Mark & Another Civil Appeal 37 of 2013

expresses sound law on the effect of an ambiguity of a Taxing

Statute.

190. The Respondent takes the position in as far as the charging of VAT is

concerned and on the basis of the case of C-41/04- Levob

Verzekeringen Bv, the ECJ that where two or more elements or acts
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supplied by a taxable person to a customer are so closely linked that

they form objectively, from an economic point of view, a whole

transaction, which it would be artificial to split all those elements or

acts constitute a singie :>upply for the purposes of VAT.

191. The Respondent's argument appears to be guided by the above case

which dealt with the issue of supply of services in the European

Union (EU). The argument in that case was to the effect that it was

a prerequisite to determine a single supply even where the supply

was based on more that one element so as not to distort the VAT

system in the European Union. It is-therefore no wonder that the

respondent contrived its argument to characterize the supply of the

cable system as a single supply of services hence designating it as a

Turnkey Installation.

192. The Respondent did not expand its argument to demonstrate how

failure to determine a single supply of services will distort the VAT

system in Kenya which is a unitary state as opposed to the European

Union (EU) which is a conglomerate of many states sharing the same

VAT system cross border. In any eyentthe Respondent's argument in

respect to a single supply principallv deals with the issue of VAT and

notWHT.

193. We find it useful to adopt the reasoning in the above case which

requires that where a transaction comprises a bundle of features and

facts regard must be had to all the circumstances in which the

transaction in question takes place in order to determine firstly if

there were two or more distinct supplies or one single supply and

secondly whether in the latter case that single supply is to be

regarded as a Supply of Services.
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194.The Tribunal has carefully considered whether the installation of the

said cable system consists of the principal Supply or whether it is

ancillary to the Principal Supply of service. In order to answer this

question it must be established whether this supply constitutes for the

Appellant's customers an end in itself or whether it is a means of

better enjoying the Principal Supply.

195. In the Tribunal's finding the aim for the installation of the said cable

system is to provide the Appellant's customers with a wide choice of

international submarine cables for onward connectivity to Europe,

America and Asia. -- In essence the cable system was designed and

installed to link - it to other cable systems to attain the said

International Connectivity.That having been said the cable system is

strategically positioned to provide reliable worldwide gigabit

connectivity without which the Appellant'slnformation and

Communication Technology (ICT) operators, Internet Service

Providers (ISPs) and large bandwidth users would have no access to

such international'connectivity. The Appellant's customers use of the

said system is therefore ancillary to the existence of the cable system

itself which constitutes tb~_Primary Supply and which supply as we

have seen is a "Supply of Goods" and so are the other cable systems

connected to it.

196. The Tribunal has scrutinized the said contract and specifically clauses

1.2 on "system configuration and definition," Clause 1.2.1 on the

cable system configurationstates: the UAE- Kenya cable system shall

comprise all equipment necessary to establish the transmission of

paths between and among the terminal stations up to including the

optical and/or digital distribution frames as appropriate. Clause 1.22

on the system definition states: - The UAE - Kenya system shall
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consist of the whole of the submarine cable provided between and

including the cable interfaces at the cable station in

Fujairah(UnitedArabemirates) and Mombasa (Kenya) . This shall

contain two tiberpeir: that are directly connected between' tiljai/'ah,'

and Mombasa(Kenya).

197. In addition to the above definitions, the Tribunal has painstakingly

perused the entire contract which is not only elaborate but quite

detailed and has no hesitation in determining that the supply of the

said cable system is substantially a "Supply of Goods". We agree

with the Appellant that the goods in the contract accounted for

approximately 810/0 whilst the services accounted for roughly 19% as

can easily be discerned from the price schedule which is a integral

part of the said contract.

198.The Tribunal is of the view that the doctrine of the freedom to

contract by and between the parties must be upheld in all cases
, -

unless the said freedom is abused by the contracting parties as the

said doctrine forms a fundamental tenet in a free economy like

Kenya's.

199. The Tribunal makes a fi09Jng in concurrence with the position of

both the Respondent and the Appellant that the installation of the

cable system was characterized as a "Multiple" and orSplit" contract

for the "Supply of Goods" and "Services".

200.The Tribunal is satisfied that the Appellant "Imported Services"

amounting to 19% of the contractual price of USD 94,000,000

which services are in the nature of "Management and Professional

Services" and which services therefore attract payment of VAT on

the basis of the Reverse Charge Mechanism.
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201.The Tribunal has no hesitation in finding that the Appellant paid

Alcatel, a "Non-resident person" for "Management and Professional

Services"in the order of 19% of the total contractual price of USD

94,000,000 and ~\XJHT is accordingly due and payable totht~

Respondent thereto.

202. It is therefore ordered that the Respondent's original assessment for

VAT of Kshs.1,793,872,603/= be and is hereby amended to read

19% of said sum and payment of 19% of WHT on the original

assessment of Kshs.2,219,623,648/=.

203. Orders accordingly.

204. We take this opportunity to commend both parties' representatives

for their exceptional diligence,labor, industry and versatility.

205. The order that commends itself in regard to costs is that each party

shall bear its cost of this Appeal.

206. Right of Appeal explained. ~
. . - \0 ..~d

DATED and DELIVERED at NAIROBI this Day ( 2018.
In the presence of:

...~n ~).9.\+.\J .for Appellant

......RS:t~\~""\~....ID.';\~~ ~ .for Respondent

/- .
~1"E"'cI'-i?".r. KATSO LEH

MEMBER
./ . PHILOMENA N. KIROKEN

MEMBER

••••...•...~ .,
" FRED N. GICHUKI

MEMBER
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